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[Intro] 
I.Introduction: 

Welcome to My Last Ranker Guide :D. Well This is my first time  
I submit a walkthrough for gamefaqs and other sites as well. 
Sorry if there are grammar mistakes and some Typo (_ _). I made this because, 
I think this is a great game and I want to make people that didn't understand  
Japanese can play this great game. 

Well,I complete this guide while I am studying for exam lol. I myself didn't 
believe it I can complete this guide in the middle of my midterm exam. I 
hope there won't be many mistakes because the confusion between exam 
and gaming. 

Don't forgot to check my blog for people who wants to help me completing the 
guide. May be there is something that I already find later on but I have no 
time to post it to the hosting sites. Check my blog before emailing if 
you find something,thanks for the help in advance. 

Enjoy the game folks :D 

Note: Some Item I translated my self with help of google translate to prevent 
      JIS type Faq and some are using my translation.  
      I made this guide while playing for the first time so until I played it 
      for the 2nd time,there will be some mistake and translation fixes.  

Author  : Julyanto Wijaya 
Version : 1.05 

Change log:  
0.17 Creating My first FAQ (09/10/2010) 
0.20 Minor translation fixes and added Chapter 2 (10/10/2010) 
0.33 Minor typo and area name fixes and added Chapter 3 (11/10/2010) 
0.50 Added Item section on table and added Chapter 4 also 
     another website where I submit this walkthrough. Though it hasn't been 



     approved yet. 
0.55 Added game explanation,skills explanation and some minor skill's  
     function fixes,Some copyright issues and added my blog where I host this 
     walkthrough. 
     (12/10/2010) 
1.00 Complete all chapters.Added some sections into the table of contents, 
     Name changes and some translation fixes,added www.cheatcc.com and 
     www.supercheats.com,www.neoseeker.com as another sites to host my guide. 
     (17/10/2010) 
1.02 Added some missing things and some word fixes. (18/10/2010) 
1.05 Some translation fixes based on it's Manga and minor updates 
     (25/10/2010) 
       

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 

YOU MUST READ THIS!!!! ESPECIALLY TIPS PART 

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 
Game Basics and Tips 
==================== 

Many people skips these things when reading a faq. The caps lock here is 
only to note you to read these explanation.I did this because I don't 
want people emailing me for something that already written here. 

Before playing I will gave you some Playing tips, Gameplay and some 
explanation about control: 

Button on world map 
R and L button  = change camera view 
Start button    = pause the game 
Select button   = use travel map 
Triangle button = open Camp menu 
Circle button   = Talk,Pick up items etc 
Cross button    = Cancel button when talk or Open map and enlarge map 
Square button   = Nothing,at save point erase data. 

Game Basics: 

This game's main objective is to raise up your ranker level to the top until  
you became the Last Ranker as title said.You raised your ranks by doing 
quests and battling/dueling other rankers. So you may find,that most of your  
time is used up to doing quests and dueling other rankers. 

=================================== 
Actions & Battle screen explanation 
=================================== 
You can do attacks as soon as you have SP gauge to do actions. Every action 
consumes SP. There are several main actions that consumes SP such as  
attacking,guarding,using Rskills. 

There are several actions that doesn't consumes SP such as changing your  
battle style and hold guard button without being attacked by enemies.  
Your SP gauge won't regenerating while you do these actions. 

Throughout the game you only can control Zig. At the world map your top left 
shows your rank. As for the encounter appearance it's randomly popped out  



from nowhere just like old final fantasy series.When fighting the enemies 
your top right of the screen shows your HP gauge and it's number. Below the 
HP gauge there is SP gauge. SP gauge is a diamond shaped gauge. Each diamond 
represents 1 SP. On top of your enemy's head is His/Her/It's HP gauge. 

When your HP gauge is fully depleted is a gameover except if you retry the  
fight or start it over from Camp menu so you can edit your skill to suits 
the enemy if you forgot to edit your Skill nest before the battle or Load  
from your last save point. So save often. 

The Leveling system here is like another RPG by fighting enemies and got  
experiences upon winning. Unlike other RPG you can't use items in the middle 
of the battle you only can used it outside the battle. Thus you should depend 
on your Skills to heal and beat enemies before all of your HP and RSkills  
runs out. 

============= 
Battle system 
============= 

As for Battle system it's called Direct button attack. When you pushed a 
button the corresponding action will be done immediately. The battle is a 
real time battle. Use timing to chain a combo or guarding. These action 
limited by your SP remember that. 

You can use countering and guarding like the other Action RPGs normally 
you got to do that at the right timing.Also if you cast a RSkill then enemy  
do Rskill to you before you complete your Rskil cast,your Rskill will be  
cancelled and depleted by one and it works vice versa. 

============== 
Status effects 
============== 

There are some status effects that can helps you or makes you irritated 
when being hit with them. Here is the lists: 

Status Buff: 

- Regen : Regenerate Hp every turn 
- Wall  : Enabling you to hit enemies even when you're being countered 
- Atk UP: Boost attack power 
- Def UP: Boost defense 
- Hp Drain: All attacks absorb enemies HP 

Bad Status: 
- Poison   : Taking damage every turn like a reverse regen 

- Paralyze : Disabling you when you try to attack or use skills and cancel 
             your attacks or skills. SP gauge and R Skills counter won't 
             be depleted. 

- Sealed   : Seal action buttons, R skills that corresponds with that 
             buttons also sealed 

- Break Down: Deplete target's Break Gauge every second 

- HP Down   : Deplete target's HP every second 

- Atk Down : Reduce target's attack strength 



- Def Down : Reduce target's defense 

=========== 
Break gauge 
=========== 

Later,you will learn to Breaking your enemy's break gauge. You can break your 
enemies break gauge only if your opponent is a ranker. Normal enemies doesn't 
have a break gauge. The break gauge shown at the lower part of the screen. 
Your break gauge color is blue and your enemies is red. You will notice  
there is a diamond shaped thing on your break gauge. It's function is to 
indicate how close are you into a break state.  

If your break gauge already over the diamond shaped marker and your gauge  
hasn't broke yet,the break gauge will refill itselves until it reach the 
diamond shaped marker. The more you survive break state on one battle, the  
longer the diamond shaped marker will become and makes enemies harder to  
break you because they should deplete your gauge before it refills to the 
diamond marker. Remember this break system exists for all rankers so your 
enemies have the same capabilty as you the more they got their break gauge 
depleted,the harder for you to break their gauge. 

When anyone enters a break state (a state when your break gauge is depleted  
to 0) they will be rendered vulnerable, can't do anything and all of enemies 
attacks that hits became a Critical hit (about 2 X Normal damage) until the  
break gauge refills itself to the MAX. 

==========
Skill nest
==========

Skill nest grows when your leveled up so the higher your level are,the more 
slots for you to equip the skillchips. You usually got your skill chips from 
winning a duel with another ranker. For further explanation about Skillchips 
type,function and systems go to Skill chips section. 

============ 
Style Change 
============ 
Style Change is a special feature on this game. You can equip 2 style at  
maximum. One is an Active style and the other is Sub style. 
For information regarding styles and what it's effect see at Style change 
section. 

================ 
Map Symbols: 
================ 

There are 4 symbols that you must pay attention on the map 
Red arrow = Crystal enemies/usually called an Evinos 
Blue arrow = A Ranker 
A Yellow blue Cirle = entrance to an area 
A Box with a hole in it = A town/dungeon  

================ 
Friendship event 
================ 
You don't have to do all of the friendship event here. The reason 



there are so many friendship event is to give player chance if player give  
a bad answer or only good answer or missing the event. Don't worry I gave you 
the best answers here. You should got the item after 2-3 events at max. 

Tips:
- Be sure to remember location and name on the maps because usually 
  I will only tell how to get to that location once and next time you want 
  to go there and forgot where they are use CTRL + F function. 
- Use Guard and Status Boosting Rskills 
- Use different Attack Rskills for different Style 
- Always Use Mystery Skills after all or Important R skills runs out 
- Sell some Evinos Material usually listed at the lowest part of 
  Useable item list marked by Item sign [a bottle filled symbol] 
- Heal yourself and Safe often because sometimes, I won't tell you when to 
  save and if you get a gameover, I am sure that's annoying. 
- Upgrade your skills and Customize your skill often. Kinda obvious because 
  the game won't add your skills automatically to your Skill nest. 
- It doesn't matter which Friendship event you do first as long as you got 
  them. My friend protesting me that he got Rid event first before Makis 
  while I got Makis first before Rid.  
- You should see a Japanese writing with the same symbol when you are near 
  people that can do a friendship thingy with you. See the character beside 
  the Square symbol, it should be the same with your key japanese writings. 
  To check whether you have the key thingy or not,open the camp menu,press 
  right once and check the lowest item and compare the writings. 

I want to check this if this is right or not: 

My friends experienced a change in time to do friendship event. 
If you missed one friendship event may be the option for the next event 
will be screwed up and the time to do friendship event may change. 
I hope someone can give me information regarding this. 

II.Walkthrough [Walk0] 
  
Chapter 1 ========================================= [ch001] 

After some events you will got into your first battle 

Battle Tutorial: 
Square = Normal atk.Consumes 2 SP Press Square 2 times to chain a combo 
Circle = Double slash technique. Consumes 3 SP  
Left and Right arrow = Switch target 
Escape = Press and hold Down directional Button 
R skills = Press R and use the corresponding button that shown at the right  
           part of the screen while Holding R button. 

Every action consumes SP,and SP regenerates over time 

After the Tutorial Battle You will be on Toro wasteland, walk for a while to  
get tutorial about R skill: Power edge,escaping,save point,Map.Keep going  
straight then take northern path to get a [Houst] that enables you to double 
slash technique by using Circle button and After a short walk you will meet 
Makis a ranker. 

Take left path to take a [Weeds],then take the right one,grab another [Weeds]  
and walk until you see town of Ghandoar,feel free to save if you wished.  
Just keep walking until you do a boss battle (a ranker named Pod). 



After that you got Healing Skill to heal yourself automatically assigned  
at R+Square button.   

At the next screen at the north east there are some shops with 3 entrance.  
Right now the only thing that you can buy is Healing items 
(recommended to buy charge heal items). The north western is an inn.  
After checking things,go to the Middle parts to Bazalta HQ's entrance  
and there is another save point here.Keep walking,you will meet the ranker  
that you've beaten before,and you will be appointed as a ranker.  
Keep going forward till an event occurs. The girl on the event named Ren. 
You will got [Travel Map] from Pod. 
Press select button to access travel mode between maps. 

Go to the left from the Middle part of the town and follow Pod ,talk to the  
receptionist to get Ranker file and a room to stay, your room number is 201. 
Check the bed to sleep to restore HP SKill if you want to.  
Go out and check near the window you will got..... 5 B. 
Go out from your room to meet another ranker.  

Note: You can challenge another ranker if you wished but I suggest not to  
      challenge ranker with a quite high rank than you are.  
      Your rank is written on top left of the screen and personally  
      at this point I never challenge another ranker,  
      because almost every ranker you met is much stronger than you 

After event with the ranker finished,Check the board to accept your very first 
quest
Note: This is a mandatorial quest 

QUEST 1: 
Talk to the client at Bazalta HQ 
then walk to save point at Toro wasteland before that you will meet a ranker  
named Vinzer and he gave information there is a monster for you to defeat.  
So proceed forward and you will meet your target a "OOBAREUSHI" the rhino/pig/ 
cow like creature, save if u wished before the battle.A guarding tutorial  
will initiated.Press X to guard and consume 1 sp.  

============================================================================== 
OOBAREUSHI
Tips: just hack and slash with Square and Circle button,  
      guard if you think necessary 
Prize/Drop:  [Abareru Milk] 
============================================================================== 
The battle is not over yet, you still need to battle 

Boss: Hammer Vinzer 
============================================================================== 
Tips:
Guard before you got hit by Vinzer skills to reduce damage.  
Nevertheless,he is as easy as a pie. 
Prize: [Salve M] and Rank up to 94738. 
============================================================================== 

Return to Ghandoar after the Quest and talk to the client to claim your reward 
[Skill charge X2,Rank + 300 and 300 B] 

Head outside the HQ and you will got Triangle skills to hit and consumes 5 SP. 
and a Rank duel with  

Boss:Torrens 



================================================== 
Battle Tips: 
Use R Skill:Power Edge 3 times and say goodbye to him. 
Prize: Chip Skills: Defend 
================================================== 
And for another of your reward your rank goes up to 93725,and you can use  
equipment and equip skills that you got via Camp menu.  
You automatically returned to your room and an event occur. A 
fter you awake save your game at Ranker's arena if you wished. 
Once you are ready head outside.Another event will occur after that and check 
the board to take 2 more request. 

QUEST 2:(claim quest) 
Looking herbal agent: 
Go to the Inn talk to the receptionist and choose option 2 and then option 1  
talk to Hawker Uru to accept the quest first.  
You can't finished this yet. 
Prize:[100 B + Greater weedsX2] 

QUEST 3 
Come, good luck messenger! 
Talk to Clover at room 302 at Ranker arena's area. access from southern house 
from your room. Talk to receptionist and choose room 302, she tells you to  
get a Ghandoar's [Pom fruit]. Enter the lowest house from arena entrance, 
examine the desk, get the pom fruit and deliver to Clover. 
Prize: Ointment M X 1 + 100 B 

After finishing quest 3 and quest 2. go to Libra forest from Ghandoar 
ranker's arena the one between buildings, talk to Socio for event and head  
back to Ranker's arena ask Trance/Changestyle Item from Torrens,retrack to the 
Libra forest. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Tutorial for Style change : 
There is a break gauge at lower left,it indicates your guard to break.  
Press Square and triangle to break enemy's defend and deplete Break gauge.  
After enemy in Break state hit the enemy as much as you can cause all of your 
attacks are critical hit.To return into normal attack mode, press L button  
again.There are active style and sub style.Active style is for normal style 
that you will get into after meet the enemies in random battles. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Boss: Socio  
============================================================================= 
Tips:
This battle is not hard, Simply break his defense and Hit as much as possible 
when he enter Guard Break state, after his guard broken, enter Attack Mode by 
Pressing L and Hack and slash until he lose. 
Prize/Drop: Skill Charge/Charge X2 
============================================================================= 

After the battle head back to find a save point to restore if you wished or  
Walk straight for a while until you find a herb. 
Take the left and right path that leads to deadends to get the  
[2X Quest:2 herbs] head north to the next area afterwards.  

Head North till you reach dead end and take a [Quest:2 herb] and take a turn  
to the left to grab another [Quest:2 herb] item,continue by heading north  



to find a treasure spot contains [400 B]then head back to Ghandoar to trigger 
an event. 
  
After waking up, go to the Ghandoar Mid area an event occur,choose option 1  
then a Rank battle will occur. 

Boss:Rid (61027) 
============================================================================ 
Tips:Be on Guard when he attacks and attack with O or Square /R skills only, 
     because if you use Triangle attack you can't guard since you need SP to 
     guard.  

     But if you confident enough, use Triangle attacks and healing R skills 
     until His HP halved or more and The battle automatically ends with event 
============================================================================= 

Finish [Quest 2] now by heading to the Inn incase you forgot and  
retrieve your prize [100 B + Greater weedsX2]. 
after finishing the quest go to the Arena Tournament  
(Go to the right from Mid area Ghandoar)  
Save if you wanted to, speak to the receptionist with Client mark ,after some 
events go to the waiting room. 
An event with Hoffman will occur after that proceed forward to fight  
3XRabbits 3 times. 

Mini Boss: 3 X rabbits, Three times 
============================================================================= 
Tips: Do not waste your skills to fight rabbits because you gonna fight a  
      Ranker after this.  
Conserve your skills. Use your change style to reduce damage too. 
============================================================================= 

Talk to Hoffman (90435) to start a fight with Him. 

Boss:Hoffman 
============================================================================= 
Tips: Use Guard definitely, He hits hard and use Power Edge until your skills  
runs out 
Prize: Chip Skill HP+25 
============================================================================= 

After the battle talk to receptionist to get 500 B and another rank up to  
[89935],SP Up, 3 Square combo and Double O combo. 
From now on you can buy weapons and armors.  

Chapter 2 ========================================= [ch002] 

You will be automatically return to your room. Head outside, and check the 
quest board to get a quest that rewards you a pass to go to Evinos Forest. 
Buy Equipments if you want to, though I don't think its not too necessary at 
this point.  

QUEST 4: 
Talk to Hivot at Bazarta HQ inside Ghandoar city to accept the quest. 
Go to Libra Forest from there go all the way until you reach the area where 
you got the last 2 herbs for Quest 2. 

Note: while doing this you may want to battle a ranker named Gill here. 



Boss:Gill 
============================================================================ 
Tips: Use attack mode,and hit him with Rskill and guard his attacks 
      until your guard break bar almost broken,after that don't  
      use guard just hit him normally. Anyway he is not that hard. 
Prize: Rskill: Tiger palm chip 
============================================================================ 

Talk to the Officer near Miyar forest entrance gate to continue the quest. 
You meet Makis again here,proceed forward after that or save then head 
to the next area. Before you can continue to the next area, a battle 
will occur. 

Boss:Evinos(pixo) 
============================================================================ 
Tips: Just hack and slash or Rskils:Power edge twice,he is easy to beat 
      ,but don't forget to guard he hits hard. 
Prize: Evinos Dry Feather 
============================================================================ 

Proceed forward after the battle and event finished. Approach the ball to 
initiate another battle with pixo. Your prize from this Crystal ball pixo 
is Evinos's Dry Feather that we need for Quest 4. Now you can do some rank 
challenge Noche [Rank 88821] and Lionel[87054].  

Boss: Noche 
============================================================================ 
Tips: She hits fast and deal quite decent damage be sure to cast defense  
      when she cast next XIII. Her damage will be quite a troublesome if you 
      don't cast defense and Guard to yourself. 

Prize: [Rskill:Next XIII] and Rank up to [88821] 
============================================================================ 
After Battling Noche be sure to recover your Skills and HP via items. 
Proceed to battle Lionel after you've finished healings. When proceeding  
forward, you will battle some crystal balls until you meet Lionel.Save before 
fighting him. 

Boss: Lionel 
============================================================================ 
Tips: His defense is hard to break.He Hits hard too.Use [RSkill Defense] to  
      boost your defense. Break His defense first,after that hit as much 
      as you can with Square combo. Use your newly acquired [RSkill:NextXIII] 
      to boost your attack and use Power Edge,and after that if he still 
      alive just hit with normal attacks. Double Circle or Triple Square 
      combo will do great. 

Prize: [ATK+3] chip skill, Rank up to [87054] 
============================================================================ 
After you won against these two, Head left to get an Item then Head right to 
trigger an event with Ren and Head back to Ghandoar after the event finished. 
You will be greeted by Makis and you will be forced to do a quest lol. 

Quest 5:  
============================================================================ 
Talk to Walmer beside Makis, He told you to find somekind of Stone 
To do this quest open the Map and choose Toro desert/wasteland. Go to the 
save point at Toro wasteland's area (the first save point you met at the 
beginning of the game) and take left path,you can meet Yoa[81244]a ranker. 



Examine the cactus near her, the right one and take the Stone back to Walmer 
============================================================================ 

Before Heading back to Ghandoar,you can challenge Yoa first. She's a bit hard 
at this point. You can win against her by now. But if you can't win now, 
you can fight her later, after you fight some ranker that explained on this  
guide.You will got [RSkill:Typhoon] if you won. 

Boss:Yoa [Fight after Quest 5] 
============================================================================ 
Tips: Use [RSkill:Defend] at the beginning of the battle,and use  
      [RSkill:Next XIII] before you launch [RSkill:Power edge]. 
      Thus the Power edge damage is increased. Guard all of her attacks 
      she hits hard. Heal when necessary,and be sure you have SP to guard 
      her [RSkill: Typhoon] 
Prize:[RSkill:Typhoon] 
============================================================================ 

When you reach Ghandoar, buy some Weapon and armor. The only weapon available 
for now, is only Short sword buy and equip it. As for armor if your money not 
sufficient,just buy the one that add Defense 18 or 22. Don't bother with a  
vest with +36 def. At this point I think, your money is not enough to buy it. 

After talk to Walmer and finishing quest,I suggest you duel some ranker  
to grind your level and to complete the Ranker file. Don't forgot to check 
the Quest board, a new quest has been added.Sleep in your room and save  
before and between these battles to heal your skills:D. 

R85679: Priscilla at Ranker's area district inside Ghandoar,  
        Room 202. 

Boss:Priscilla 
============================================================================ 
Tips: Cast Defense, She will spam Rskills,Guard them or Stop them by casting 
      Power edge or Typhoon (if you already got it from Yoa),boost your  
      attack before spamming R skill with Next XIII and Defense. 
      Be careful when you do normal attacks, she has counter skills.  
      Heal when necessary. 
Prize : Def +1 Chip skill 
============================================================================ 

R78628: Charnay (Minimal defeat 10 ranker) at Ghandoar weapon shop. 
============================================================================ 
Tips: He Hits hard but not too hard if you have SP to guard. Use Typhoon 
      or Power Edge boosted by Next XIII with ATK+3 chip skill as a Stat  
      boosts chip. Use Defense Rskill and the rest just hack,slash and heal. 
Prize: ATK+2 and + 1 slot at Costumization menu 
============================================================================ 
Buy a long sword after this from Charnay 

R83024: Yayoi at Ghandoar's street. 
============================================================================ 
Tips: the same as fighting Charnay, She is easier than Charnay though. 
Prize: Atk+ 1 Skill chip 
============================================================================ 

R81244: Yoa (if you already defeat her before Quest 5 finished, 
        you don't need to fight her again :D). As for the tips 
        Look up for the tips below quest 5. 



After you're done with those battles,talk to Walmer to initiate another  
quest [Quest 6]. Save after accepting the Quest,head out to Ghandoar shopping/ 
Mid area to buy some recovery items.Let's start Quest 6 :D 

QUEST:6 
   
Head out to Ghandoar Arena/Tournament area. Take the right exit near the area  
to enter Berial Road. In this area you will find an annoying enemy called  
Ironace,a tortoise like creature with super hard defense and hits hard.  
This is why I tell you to buy some HP and Skill Healing items with you.  
You can challenge a ranker named Unelma here if you wished,  
I suggest you do so. 

Boss:Unelma 
=========================================================================== 
Tips: As usual, use Next XIII Boosted Power edge. 

Drop: RSkill for Break mode: I dunno what it's name but I think it's called 
       Retaliate Damage. It's effect to counter enemy's atk,when used after 
       You are damaged.Timing is important here 
=========================================================================== 

Don't forgot to heal your self after this because the enemies here rather  
tough.Proceed to the next area to save point, and take the left path to the 
next area.

At the next screen turn to the right to find [Smelly herb X1] 
before taking the north path.Examine the herb at next screen to trigger  
an event battle with Norma [5]rank. It's impossible to win this.  
Just attack her with normal attacks and she will counter you with a high  
damage skills and surrender to her lol. Don't bother healing. 
Well after some events go back to Walmer to finish your quest. 

Check the Quest board afterwards for new Quest and talk to the receptionist 
to trigger an event and sleep. 

Quest 7:Part 1 
=========================================================================== 
Go to the Bazalta HQ to meet a man named Roar,a Bazalta Official. He said 
You should get rank 76000 to be able to take this quest. Since your rank is  
not sufficient you can't do this :D. But actually you can do this haha. 

Go to room 301 (another building near your usual room) to claim your new room 
,from now on this is your room.After that enter Ghandoar Shopping 
area to see an event with Bayger. Return to the Quest Board to see some 
quest have been added to the board.Do Quest 8 and 9 to rank up your Ranker's 
rank before you do Quest 7 Part 2 :D 
=========================================================================== 

Quest 8: 
=========================================================================== 
Go to Bazalta branch HQ and meet a Client that will teach you Spells. 
After that you automatically enter Libra forest. Search the map for 
some "SEE-ABLE" non random enemies Fight 4 of them. 2 of them at Libra forest 
The first one at the middle of the map. 
2nd: Near Southern east's dead end at the same map as the 1st 
and the other 2 at Miyar forest's entrance. 
3rd: Near Miyar forest's entrance at lower part of the map. 
4th: at top left part of the map at Miyar forest's entrance. 



Note: There is a new entrance opened inside Miyar forest. To access it 
      Go left from the First save point inside Miyar forest. Cross the bridge 
      ,and head to the next area. Head north to get a Permanent Status Boost 
      herb HP +. 

Return to Bazalta HQ as soon as you finished taking the item, or return to 
your new room to heal and save before fighting Bayger.  

Prize:800 B and Salve L + 800 rank up 
=========================================================================== 

Boss: Bayger [76081] 
=========================================================================== 
Tips: He casts an annoying skills that can makes your HP decrease rapidly 
      at the beginning of the battle. Cast Defend and Use NextXIII and Power 
      edge combo. After your skills used up change into Break mode style. 
      to get reduced damage. When the HP down effects gone feel free to  
      switch into Attack Mode again. 
Prize: Genius Glass X1 Accessories 
=========================================================================== 

Quest 9: 
=========================================================================== 
This is a simple task, you just need to talk to Airis that standing infront 
of Bazarta HQ,after that you will be thrown into some random battles and  
a Rank battle with Zonma [76276] 
Prize: 90B and 1 Charge MAX 
=========================================================================== 

Boss:Zonma
=========================================================================== 
Tips:You should beat him quickly. He will use a Rock summoning technique 
     to deplete your Guard Gauge,that can makes you enter break state. Use  
     Next XIII and Power edge also Cast Defense.Hope you can beat him before 
     he makes you enter break state 2 times. 
Prize: DEF+2 Chip skill 
=========================================================================== 

Now time to do Quest 7 Part 2, you can do it now since your rank now is 
higher than 76000 :D.Accept the quest from the client [Roar] 
and return to your room to heal your Rskills and HP, Save if you wished. 

Quest 7 Part 2: 
=========================================================================== 
After retrieving the quest from Roa at Bazalta HQ. Let's finish this 
quest, shall we? Head to the Miyar forest using Travel map, proceed until 
you reach the place that contain HP+ herb at quest 8 sidetrip. Defeat all  
the enemies to complete the Quest and return to Ghandoar afterwards to see 
an event,and a new Quest. Return to Roar to claim your reward. 
Prize: 750B and 1500+rank 
=========================================================================== 

QUEST 10: 
Talk to Official Hivot to accept a new quest,and you will obtain a Pass to 
Donea. Before you depart to your next destination buy Weapons and armors 
if you haven't buy them before and don't forget to stock healing items. 
Save,once you are ready, head to the Inn and choose the 3rd option to get 
some Key items to deepen friendship or such,Then sleep in your room. 



From now on you can trigger event that deepens friendship between 
9 rankers. This system still confusing me for a while. It's said you can 
get the duplicate key from a room that you've been given the key at the first  
time. You can pass your room key to that 9 rankers and deepens friendship 
after the friendship level is maxed ,you can get an item. 

After waking up, head to Libra forest and enter the southwest area  
continued by taking the right path to fight a ranker named Gourtong. 

Boss:Gourtong 
=========================================================================== 
Tips: He's not much a threat for you his damage is not hard 
      ,but he can poison you. You should be able to defeat him using Power 
      edge + Next XIII combo before the poison can kill you. 

Prize: Accesorries: Weed Pocket 
=========================================================================== 

Friendship Makis 1: 
Enter Donea's entrance to trigger an event with Makis. Press Square to give 
him an item. Return to Ghandoar, enter your room to trigger an event with  
Makis. Choose the 3rd option and go back to Donea's path.  

Challenge Wahster if you want to. After you won against him, he  
will give you [Rskill:Warcry]. Keep continuing until you reach next screen  
to see an event with Ren. Turn right after the event to challenge another  
Ranker named Yumil that will give you [RSkill:Draining Fist].Continue to enter 
a hole that leads you to a locked room containing 800B and ChargeX2. 
Push the switch to unlock the room and continue to the next area until you met 
Ren and a Save point. Save your game and aprroach Ren,and you will be prompted 
to do a battle with 2 Proseras. After some event proceed forward to fight a 
Queny. Before the battle feel free to change your Skill nest. 

Boss:Queny
=========================================================================== 
Tips: Do your usual Rskills combo, becareful it can paralyze and poisons you 
      Be sure to guard and Heal if you are poisoned. And It also cast an  
      annoying skill to regenerate itself. 
Prize: Evinos eye 
=========================================================================== 

Don't be relieved yet.Your battle is not over. You still have to beat another 
Prosera after the Boss fight. Continue to the next screen turn left to climb 
a stair. Turn right to get an Item after that take the northern exit.Take the  
left path and climb down the rubbles head out and use Travel map to travel 
to Ghandoar Tournament area and enter Tylong's concession. 

Talk to Rid to fight 3 rankers: 
Basse[78686],Vince [73692]and Gleco[71659]. You will obtain 
RSkill:Powerful from Basse. 
After finished fighting all of them, you will be prompted to fight Tylong, 
and you will definitely lose. So, don't bother to heal or use Rskills. 

You will got [Mystery Skill: Starboomer] kinda a limit break attacks with cool 
scenes. Talk to Rid 2 times and now you are officially transferred to  
Tylong's concession, you should do some friendship scenes now. 

Makis Friendship 2: 



Give your key to Makis and enter your room at Tylong's concession choose the 
3rd option when prompted to choose. Be sure to retrieve your key again after 
this event. 

Rid Friendship 1: 
Give your key to Rid by pressing Square button,then return to your room. 
When Prompted choose the 3rd option again :D. 

Buy items,armors, etc. if you want to, and Save your game now. 
I suggest buy Saber atk+55 one,another one have lower damage 
and more expensive. It's named Butcher sword and it has a special effect 
to cast defense down randomly when you attack the target with it. 
Congrats,you have finished the 2nd chapter of the game. 

Chapter 3 ========================================= [ch003] 

Quest 11: 
Go to the Tylong's concession Quest board to retrieve a quest from Rid. 
Talk to Rid to retrieve the quest and go to Ghandoar's entrance to fight  
a ranker named Propo.  

Tips: Use your Mystery skill after use all of your Rskills because 
      Mystery skill will deplete all of your RSkill's charge counter when  
      used, When I mean all it includes all mode so, either Attack mode 
      and Break mode lose all of it's R skills. 
Prize: RSkill:Chakring  
       it's function is to regenerate HP over times 

Return to Rid to get your prize [400b]. 

After event and check the board again for another quest and talk to Rid 
to accept the quest. 

Quest 12: 
After taking an item from Rid, head to Ghandoar Shopping area. 
Enter the weapon shop and talk to weapon seller to give the item that you 
received from Rid. Return to Tylong concession to take your prize from Rid. 
Prize: 150B + Weekly Protection. 

Enter the bar for event.The bar is located at Tylong's concession northern 
most house. You will be automatically back in your room. Now is the right 
time to buy new equipment. The seller located precisely at your right when 
you are outside of your room. 

Check the Quest board to recieve a new quest. This new quest needs you to get 
rank Higher than 67000. Battle a ranker named Molt at Tylong's concession 
He is ranked 66852. But he doesn't want to accept the duel if you haven't  
defeat with 22 ranker in total. Battle Luke outside Ghandoar's arena. 
You will get HP+50 Chip skill from him. After that you can challenge Molt 
and defeat him. 

Boss: Molt
=========================================================================== 
Tips: He hits hard, you'd better Spam Power edge at the beginning and switch 
      into break mode to break his defense. After all of your R Skills used 
      use Mystery skill by pressing R then L If you already equipped them 
      beforehands. 
Prize: Triangle Counter command skill 
=========================================================================== 



Heal yourself and save.Head to Ghandoar Ranker's area to meet Walmer.  
He tells you to do more quest. Check the quest board then head to Bazalta HQ. 
talk to Yoan first at left side of HQ then Roa to accept the quest. If you 
talk to Roa first,the quest from Yoan will gone. 

Quest 13: 
Go to Berial road to beat 2 Ironide after beating them 
Ironide is the Purplish/Pinkish turtle. It's a random encounter,  
you need luck to find it :D. Return to Yoan to retrieve your prize  
afterwards. 
Prize:Rank + 2000,750 B and Sp max + 1 

After this quest You will be automatically thrown into another forced quest 
by Bayger.

Quest 14: 
Enter Bazalta HQ to talk to "Spell" a Bazalta official.After that you will 
automatically transported into Donea's corridor. Proceed to the next area, 
head right and you will find a new path inside Donea's corridor.Your task 
here to take Minerals called Hereraid. Go straight and turn right to pick up 
the item near the marked enemies to get a [Gladius] and a key item Hereraid. 
Back into the intersection and head north this time to take a Hereraid and 
continue to the dead end to take another Hereraid and a Charge 2. Heal  
yourself before heading back to the entrance and you will be ambushed  
an Evinos:averion 

Boss: Averion 
=========================================================================== 
Tips:It can seal your skills. Use Genius glasses accessories to resist 
     it's sealing skills. Cast defense,Power edge + Next XIII combo.  
     Note: Mystery skills can't be used against monsters. 
Prize: Evinos Soft leather 
=========================================================================== 
Return to Ghandoar afterwards.Go to Bazalta HQ to retrieve your reward. 

Quest reward: Rank + 1500, 1300B. 

Take another quest from Ouro at the bar by checking Tylong's concession's 
Quest board. Just to remind you, incase you forgot. 
We still have a Quest from Roa left unfinished. Don't worry we will do it  
later. After taking the quest rest on your room and save. 

Quest 15: 
Head to the bar to find a man named Ouro. Talk with him and teleport to Toro 
wasteland. Head to Virgo desert. From save point at Toro wasteland head left  
if you are from Ghandoar side. Continue to the left, a new path has been  
opened for you. It's called Virgo desert. 

Take the right path at the intersection.Follow the path and take an armor  
before heading into the nextscreen. At the next screen walk north by  
hugging the left wall until you find a [Charge 2] to take. Keep walking  
and take the Upper path when you reach an intersection. You will be in a  
sandstorm area. Take 4 of the items for fulfilling this quest and return 
to Ouro once you finished. 

This is kinda annoying since you can't travel map-ing here and open the map. 
The fastest way is walk until you see a warning board near an exit. 
Note: you will return to your last position when you hit the wall. 
After getting out from the desert walk to Toro wasteland, warp to Ghandoar 



and go to Tylong's concession's Bar to finish the quest. 

Upon returning you will meet Crying assasin Warren and duel him. 
Prize: Auto Heal skill chip. 
When your HP lower then 20% You will regenerate your HP. 

Quest Prize: Rank+ 1000 and 1100B. 

Safe and Heal if you wished. Remember we still have one more quest to do. 
Let's do it now. Head to the Inn after recieving the quest and choose option 
1. You will fight Kelly with only 3 SP gauge. She will drop [BHunter] 
automated skill. Your battle continues with Tarnarda.She will drop  
[R skill:Airslide II] 

Tarnarda 
Tips: Use Counter skills in break mode to deplete her HP. Heal and cast 
      Defense and Heal with necessarry. She is kinda tough since your SP  
      gauge reduced to 3. 
Prize:R Skill:Airslide II  

Return to Roa to get your reward + 2500 rank and 1200B. You will return to  
your room automatically. Head out from your room to trigger an event.  
Continue to the bar upstairs room talk to Tylong to see more event.  

Now,go to Toro wasteland and enter Cantalera, Zig's hometown. 
Incase you forgot where Kandarera is, keep going south from Toro wasteland 
entrance from Ghandoar side. 

After seeing burned Cantalera proceed forward to see an event and travel 
anywhere using map and you will be prompted into an event that gave you 
Shot and Fire Changestyle. Also check a Southeastern house on the map. 
Inside the house there is a jar containing Salve M. Don't forgot to give 
your key to Makis press Square and choose option 1. 

When you returned to Tylong's concession enter your room to trigger  

Friendship event Makis 3 
Choose the 3rd option and don't forget to take your key back. 
Note: You should got your item from Makis here named Retrogical  
Infinite.It's effect is +50 resitance to Paralyze/sealed 

Friendship event Rid 2 
Give your key to Rid at Tylong's concession and enter your room. 
Choose the 3rd option again and take your key back by choosing option 1. 

Continue with the story, climb the stairs at bar for event.head outside for 
some events, 
This ends Chapter 3. 

Chapter 4 ========================================= [ch004] 

Now you can make a duplicate key so you can give 2 key at the sametime 
for 2 different people to enchance friendship event. You only can make 1 
duplicate key at this point. To make this, go to the Inn and choose 2nd  
option after that choose 3rd option. Talk to the lady and pay 3500B to 
make one. 

Check Ghandoar quest board,and you will be given 2 more quest. 



Quest 16: 
Talk to a ranker named Ibuki at Ghandoar's ranker area to accept the  
quest. 
After this check ranker's area to find a ranker named Feon [56114]. 
Challenge him and win the duel.Return to Ibuki to challenge him and 
he will accept the duel. 
Tips:
Break his guard 3 times to end the battle. 
Prize: 500B and Salve L X 2. 

Heal and save afterwards and on to the next quest. 

Quest 17: 
After you get ranked above 55000 you can take this quest. Head to Bazalta 
HQ to talk to Roa. Go to Libra forest afterwards continue until you reach 
Donea's path to see an event.  Take the left path to the next screen. You 
will be challenged by Lucio. 

Boss:Lucio
=========================================================================== 
Tips: After deplete 3/4 or more of his HP. He will always guard and use 
      status boosting Rskills. Use Break Change style to break his guard 
      then hit him while he is in a Break state. 
Prize: Command Skill:Just Guard  
       If your HP reach 1/4 or lower Your guard will have more reduced damage 
       if you use guard. And if you block at the right timing you will 
       null the damage. 
===========================================================================  

After beating him, Search for SEEN-able enemies here and defeat 1 Plant like 
creature. Return and talk to Roa at Bazalta HQ to get your reward. 

Quest Prize: +2500 rank and 1500B.  

Talk to Iris at Bazalta HQ's entrance.After some event you will got  
[First aid] skill chip. You basically don't have do a thing. 
Head back to Tylong's concession and enter the south east house to talk 
to Chester to recieve a quest. 

Quest 18: 
Go to Ghandoar Shopping area. Buy an armor from armor shop if you want. 
Talk to a woman there,then talk to a waitress at ranker's area.Finally 
enter Miyar forest keep walking north until you see an event. Choose the 
first option twice and return to Ghandoar. Talk to Chester the Client 
inside Tylong's concession to finish the quest. 
Quest reward: 600B and Weekly Power 

Weekly items gave you a permanent status boost. 
such as Weekly life gave you HP boost. Use it when you got one of them :D. 

Continue to the next Quest. 
Quest 19: part 1 
Talk to Nice at Ghandoar's tournament area to get the quest. 
You can't finish this now. Continue with the story 

Go to the Train station inside Bazalta HQ take left path inside Bazalta HQ 
An event with Tylong will occur there if you already take quest 19. 
talk to an official there to take a Cable car permit if your rank is higher  
than 50000. You should be higher than 50000 by now anyway. 



Now go to upper division of Ghandoar. You will arrive at Ghandoar's upper 
division Fountain.When you see a ranker Duel him after winning you will get 
a Charge Max X1. His name is Narses incase you wanna know. 

Boss:Narses 
=========================================================================== 
Tips: Use Retaliate Damage RSkill from Break style if you equipped it and 
      use the usual Power edge combo. Cast defense and be sure to break 
      his defense for critical hit. 
Prize: Charge Max 
=========================================================================== 

Heal and Save your game before challenging Isabella to win a Hagane 
Soul Skill chip from her. Isabela is inside the Left Middle house. 

Boss:Isabella 
=========================================================================== 
Tips: He... errr She err I dunno what to call it lol. I will go with he, i  
      guess. He hits hard and quickly deplete your Break gauge. USe usual 
      Power edge combo and Change into break mode to use Retaliate Rskill 
      then Use Starboomer Mystery skills to him. 
Prize: Hagane Soul 
       You can keep attacking an enemy even if you're countered 
=========================================================================== 

Save and Continue to Duel Tita in front of Weapon shop. 

Boss:Tita 
=========================================================================== 
Tips: Change into Break mode, break her defense but becareful she can counter 
      your O attacks. After She enters a break state quickly change into 
      Attack Mode and use Power edge upon her. 
Prize: Charge Max X 1 
=========================================================================== 

Back to the Cable Car entrance and event with Tylong. Heal your self and 
Save the game. Now lets continue Quest 19. 

Quest 19: part 2 

Talk to Nice again to officially retrieve the quest.Talk to Nice again and 
choose 1st option to start an event and duel with Gyock. 

Boss:Gyock
=========================================================================== 
Tips: Use Power edge,Retaliate damage and anything to him. After all of your  
      skills depleted use Starboomer. Remember to break him before use Power 
      edge. Or another strategy use Draining fist R skill,switch it with 
      Defense R skill if you want. 
Prize: Square Break defense command skill 

I suggest you to equip it.Now your Square attack can do break damage 
to enemies's Break gauge if you are using Attack Mode. 
=========================================================================== 
Go back to Tylong's concession.Heal and save your game after event. 
On to the next chapter,Yeah!! 

Chapter 5 ========================================= [ch005] 



Go to the Tylong's concession bar,talk with Tylong,head outside the bar. 
After some event enter Virgo desert and take the right path until you meet 
and Duel Torrens. You get Hi guard from him and Guard style. 
Proceed into the next screen and follow the path to the next one. I suggest 
to Fight Gustave here before continuing to the next screen. 

Boss:Gustave 
=========================================================================== 
Tips: He do multiple hits and hard use your new form.Equip it before the  
      battle. Because Guarding in Guard mode by pressing O doesn't cost SP. 
      Or Use break style, break his defense and Use power edge. 
=========================================================================== 
Continue until you met an intersection and take the lower path. 

Enter Kadomore waterway and after some event ,give your key to Makis and head  
back to Ghandoar. This is crucial if you are not returning to Ghandoar right  
now, you will miss this Friendship event. 

Friendship event 3 Rid: 
Choose the 1st option and don't forgot to take your key back. 
and you will got your first accesories from him,[Rascal's Game Mask]. 
It's function is to reduce shot damage by 5%. 
While you are in Ghandoar. Give your key that you recieved from Rid 
to Airis at Bazalta HQ entrance. Head back to Kadomore. 

I suggest to Fight Ren's subordinate Lilia and Robina to get HP+75 skill 
chip and SniPNG and head left to climb down the wall. Continue until you can 
find another wall to climb.Take a [Smelly herb] before climbing down the  
another wall. Proceed to the next area. 

Go to the left and drop down to take 1000B and go to the right until you 
find another wall to drop. After event,take the left path to reach next area. 
Go until you meet an intersection and head left to climb down the wall to 
take Hungry heart accesorries and drop down another wall. Drop down to the 
right,right after you dropped from previous wall. Keep walking until 
you see an item spot, take it. It's a [Weekly Protection] and drop down 
to return to the original path and head forward to be ambushed by an 
assasin named Igorita and She will drop [BenomaSHT] R skill and another 
battle against an armored knight that you can't possibly win. 

Back to Ghandoar to do more friendship event with Makis. 
Friendship event 4 Makis 
Choose the 3rd option and be sure to get your key back by choosing option 1. 

Enter Tylong's concession bar and go upstairs to talk with Tylong 
after that some event will occur. Check the quest board and you will get 
2 more quests to do. 

Quest 20 & 21: 
Note: your ranker's rank should be Higher than 25000 to do this quest. 
Go to the Libra forest and head southwest to find an Official, 
that's your client. Talk to a woman beside him to take Quest 21. 
Go to anywhere via world map and you will be automatically 
teleported to Virgo desert entrance. 

After this teleport to Kadomore waterway and you will meet and Fight 
Byakke 22615. 
The best way to beat him is to break him and use Power edge.after Power 
edge counter runs out use Mystery Skill Starboomer. You will got Headbutt 
skills from him. If you already take Quest 21 with you, I suggest you  



do that first before returning to Libra's forest. 

If you haven't talk to the woman,go to Libra forest and head southwest  
to find a woman,talk to her.If you already did that before continue to  
enter Kadamore waterway after fighting Byakke. Go until you reach 
an area before fighting Igorita and Armored Knight and you will got some 
notice. Search the area for a gold/yellow item spot. The item is located 
at the most eastern separate path.  

From the entrance keep going until you can climb down a wall, continue 
climbing down when you can until you're at eastern outer area that has 
a Crystal ball enemy there. In the middle of the path,before reach Crystal 
ball enemy you will find the required item. 

Head back to the Libra's forest Official and claim your reward 
+3000 rank and 2000B. You will be automatically returned to your room. 
Travel to Berial road and take the right path to got an item.  
After this travel to Ghandoar to do a battle with Bayger.  

Boss:Bayger 
========================================================================== 
Tips: He use Hp down from the start. Use Break mode to break his defense 
      and hit with Square button / Power edge when he enter break state. 
      Use Draining Fist skill to absorb HP and Powerful skill to boost atk.  
     
      He also can break you by countering your O attack in break mode 
      So make sure to watch your break gauge and HP gauge. If your break 
      gauge almost depleted and your HP is downed until below 50% 
      Heal yourself because when He breaks you, He hits you with multiple  
      combo hit. The Battle will be ended by an event.. press O when  
      prompted. 

Prize: SP MAX + by 1 and Mystery skill: Hundred punch  
========================================================================== 
       
Finally head to Miyar Forest to do the same thing and back to Libra Forest  
area to claim Quest 21 reward 2300B in total. 

Now Head to Ghandoar Upper district to buy some new weapon. It's 
been a while since you buy your last weapon right? 
This Shopping area named Sunset Shop. You should unlocked this after 
battle with Bayger. 

Buy Stinger edge +75 atk, and there is a choice between 2 Knife weapon. 
Harper that gives you 1,5 time of break mode to your enemy with higher attack 
or Viper that has lower attack but has a Poison effect. 

As for the Fist equipment in break mode buy the +55 Blue Moon Fist. 
I think that's it for now because you may not have much money to buy all 
of the weapon for all style and armor. Save the game if you want. 

Go to Ghandoar shopping district and there is a man with WARNING sign 
Duel him first. His name is Gany. Your reward BongBaarang a Guard skill 
that gave you chance to Break enemy's break gauge.  

After that Duel a ranker inside Cable car area. Her name is Nicole. 
She usually sits on a bench inside Cable car area of Ghandoar. 
Since she uses counter most of the time,use Shoot style to duel her  
or Break style of you are strong enough. She will gave you EXP hunter 



If you equip that, your experience will be increased by 5% after the battle. 

Now go to Miyar Forest go into the river area,head to the next screen. 
You will see on the map another ranker [18185 Anya]. Duel Her and she will 
gave you a DEF+3. Heal your self afterwards and head to Ghandoar's entrance 
duel Hassan there to Get HellFire RSkill. 

Save and get inside Sunset Shop at Ghandoar's upper district.  
Challenge Parupiada to get your rank Higher than 15000. 

Quest 22: 
Talk to Walmer at ranker's area,Go to Bazalta HQ and talk to Nutty  
a client at Right side of the HQ. Accept the quest now head to the 
Upper Right side area of the HQ and talk to the Station officer. 
Head to Ghandoar shopping area and talk to a man inside there he is 
at the left part of the shop. His name is seller Rod that usually 
sell Armor to you. Now go to Berial road entrance for event. 
Prize: Rank + 2000, 2300B. 

Now head outside Bazalta HQ and check the quest board.  

Quest 23 
Return to Bazalta HQ and talk to Roa to get your quest. Now go to Cantalera  
to fight all enemies there. return to the entrance to fight a God Fang 
or Kibagami. 
Talk to Roa to get your reward. 
Prize: +2500 rank and 5000B 

Buy an armor at Sunset shop if you already have 13000B.Save your game 
and return to Tylong's concession Quest board and examine for event. 
Go to the bar's bridge to see more event. 

Go to Right upper Bazalta HQ area to see more event. It's funny to hear 
Rid's song XD. Talk to the officer and choose the first option to go to 
Karkinos wilderness. 

Head to the next area there are 3 path to take,first take the left path. 
Fight a ranker named Nadja.You got [SP haste] from her then continue to  
the next area. Pick an Iron shield for your Guard mode's Shield and head back 
to the first area where there are 3 intersections and Take the right one. 
Head left near the hole to pick up one Charge Max and return to the 
intersection and enter the middle one. 

This is Lakit ruins,be sure to remember the name. Head to the next 
area to met Sculley. Fight her and get Cooldown an R skill to 
revill your break gauge in guard mode. Continue to the next area to fight  
Avarus. After this you can use Booster skill. This skill is used to  
enchance your skill capability. 

After you beat Avarus turn right after you pass a well to pick Analeptic S. 
Proceed to the next area by taking the left stairs. Pick up a Weekly  
Power and back track to previous area to take the right stairs. 

You will see an event with Rid here. After that continue to the next 
area to fight Tylong. You will lose and continue to next area to  
see a fight Tylong VS Sengoku.After the battle talk to Makis for event 
and head back to Ghandoar.  

Chapter 6 ========================================= [ch006] 
Head outside your room to meet Yuli. After that save your game 



to Battle Faz 7890. He is your first enemy. 
Boss:Faz 
========================================================================== 
Tips: He is not that hard, Break him and use Power edge on him. Use 
      Retaliate damage+Draining fist combo. He should be down soon. 
Prize: Double Edge.  
========================================================================== 

Leave Tylong's concession and you will be prompted to fight Rid. 
Talk to him to start the duel.After you deplete all of his HP you will 
be prompted to use O to counter his Mystery Skill. 
Prize: Auto Damage up. 

Go to Ghandoar shopping area to meet Pot and you will moved to your old 
room. Room 201 at ranker's area. after that head outside to help Walmer 
and talk to Pod at Ghandoar's entrance. You will be automatically in your 
Room.

Exit and reenter your room if you have gave your key to Airis. 

Friendship event 1 Airis 
Choose the 3rd option and Be sure to take your key back. 

Buy some weapon and armor that you haven't buy before if you wanted to and 
Let's duel some rankers before continuing with the quest, because many  
clients required higher Ranker's rank. Don't forgot to check the quest 
board and Save your game, heal between these battles. Equip Double edge 
to make things easier. 

-Duel [9650] Georg at Tylong's concession  
 Prize: [Evinos Kill] Booster skill. 
-Duel Nadja at Kalkinos wilderness if you haven't you should already 
 do this if you follow my guide. 
-Duel [8397] Orver inside Tylong's concession bar.  
 Prize: [Beast Kill] Booster skill. 

-Duel [7761] Gaston at Ghandoar's shopping area weapon shop. 
 Tips: He hits hard.Use Powerful and Defense R skills at the beginning 
       of the battle. You must definitely Guard his attacks. Use Double 
       edge to cancel His RSkills. 
 Prize: [Atk+4] Status Boost skill. 

-Duel [6256] Momo inside B building Ranker's area. 
 Tips: Use other Damaging type Rskills 3 times before you used Double Edge 
       because he wil cancel First 3 of your R skills by casting his 
       R skills to Zig. 
 Prize: [Hi-tension] automated skill. 

-Duel [5820] Luxuria at Ghandoar's upper district south western house. 
 Prize: [Skill effects+] 

Now we will do a free quest, this is not mandatory so if you want to skip 
this feel free to. And try to fight inside the Colluseum/Tournament area 
if you want you will get some accesories. 

Quest 24: 
Go to Ghandoar's Inn to meet a client and receive the quest and let the kid 
follow you choose the first option to do so. You'll be automatically  
teleported to Virgo desert and will see more event.Collect 5 Mandra Blue 



from a Plant like enemies there (random encounter). 

Quest 25: 
Talk to Hayer at Bazalta HQ and go to Donea's path entrance. Go and 
Kill all red arrow marked/ Crystal ball enemies here.Then head back to 
Hayer and retrieve your prize. 
Prize: Rank became 4519 and 4000 B. 

Quest 26 & 27: 
Since your rank now Higher than 5000,talk to Anna infront of Bazalta HQ. 
Challenge Her to a duel. 
Prize:HP+ 100 

Now your ranking should be Higher than 3000, Talk to Reine at Ghandoar 
Tournament entrance,Accept the Quest and head to Kalkinos Wilderness. 
Take the right part of the intersection at Kalkinos to see Holey wasteland. 
Take an item there. Return to her to duel her and take your reward. 
Quest 26 Prize:3500 B and DEF+4 

Return to Donea's path and talk to a ranker after Save point. You will 
duel Sin. The best way to defeat him is to break him and use Double edge 
that's it.
Prize: Square damage+ 

Quest 27 Prize :6000G + Pandira edge (sword that used to break enemy's 
 break gauge) 

Back to Ghandoar and talk to Walmer afterwards and you are prompted to go 
to Leon Canyon by visiting Ghandoar Station and talk to the official there. 
Save your game before challenging Medeia into a duel. You will got 
Automated skill Break+. Save and heal your Rskills.Take the right path to  
be ambushed and challenged by Galgano. You will be prompted to halt 
his Mystery skill in the end by event action. You will get S Class Mystery 
skill.Continue to north head inside the dungeon called Soder corridor and 
to be confronted by Galgano again. Take a smelly herb near Soda corridor's 
entrance before proceeding. 

Inside Soder corridor, walk for a bit and turn right and head to the next  
area. Neglect the ranker at this screen and continue to the next area. 
We will deal with him later on. Save your game at the next screen and 
take the southwest exit. Press a switch there and return to Soder corridor's 
entrance to take 3000B and a Charge Max. Back track to savepoint and before  
you reach save point duel Regalo if you wanted to. You got The Sitting Ground 
Rskill from Him. 

Keep continue to the north after this until you see a ranker.It's the 7  
knights Rosa. Battle her and you will lose *again*.Then continue follow 
the path to the next area. 

Nishula Glacier, you will hear a suitable songs with the theme here. Err 
anyway save your game and take a High weeds infront of the save point. Take 
it by turning right at the broken path and head to the next area. You can 
duel 2 rankers here. Duel Elkria [926] here and heal your Rskills and HP 
to continue dueling Zarflia. You got RSkill [Weapon Kill] from Elkria. 
Don't forgot to take 1000 B by take a side trip to the eastern part of the  
map. 

Head to the next area this area is a special maze.You'll return to this area 
until you take the real path that is the top left one. There is an item here 
inside the maze since you will be teleported randomly I can't pinpoint the 



item location. After you finished finding a Weekly Power here, take the top 
left path into an event and continue to the next area. 
  
Save your game and continue to see more event and a shocking truth,if you  
can understand japanese that is. You'll be battling a round of Evinos's 
swarm.After that head into Ancient corridor infront of you climb the stairs 
to see more event with Makis and go to the next area. You'll see more event, 
proceed to the next screen and keep doing so until you see Igorita explains 
everything. 

Head back to the entrance of Ancient corridor and you will fight more Evinos. 
After you finished this see some event and return to Ghandoar automatically. 

Chapter 7 ========================================= [ch007] 

Friendship event 2 Airis: 
Give your key to Airis, enter your room and choose the 2nd option and take 
your key back. 
You should got your first friendship item  from her. Robins egg X 1. 

Head outside to see an event with Pod. Head to the shopping area to see an 
event with Walmer. Head to Ghandoar's upper area to buy some new weapons 
at item shop. Heal yourself and Save your game and check the quest board.  
You will find some new quests there. 

First Go to Ranker's arena to take a quest from Nathan, let's finish 
this one. 

Quest 28: 
Talk to Nathan at ranker's arena then go to Nishula glacier. Keep proceeding 
even if you teleported out of no where until you can take top left path to 
Ancient ruins entrance. You will see an item at the cracked path when you 
are taking the top left path. Take the item and teleport to Leon canyon. 
Go to the save point near a wood bridge at Leon canyon. You will see an 
item at that area take it and return to Nathan for your prize. 
PRize: 6000 B and Analeptic M X2. 

Quest 29: 
Talk to Toct at ranker's area. Go to the Kalkinos wilderness take the left 
path and follow the path till the end. You will see a Ranker named Sanya 
here. Talk to her and duel her return to the kid. Talk to finish the 
quest. He offers you to sell Armor kill a skill chip that you got from 
Sanya. Don't sell it to him or feel free to sell him one. You can buy 
them later for 6000B. Personally I don't want to sell him one. 
Prize: 4000B and a Weekly Power Special. 

You can duel a man inside the eastern house to a rank battle if you want 
He is Erast [751],get a HP +150 from him. Buy an armor from the Sunset shop 
at Upper area called Diabreed +78 def, then head to Bazarla HQ. 

Quest 30: 
Talk to Hayer to claim the quest and teleport to Soder corridor. After 
the event battle all Red marked enemies inside Soder corridor. You'll 
fight Mellisa after this. Your Hp may be will be in danger, use Break 
mode,Draining fist and Retaliate damage to absorb HP. You got a defense 
+5 from her. Return to hayer afterwards to claim your reward. 
Prize:Charge max X 2, Rank to 492 and 7500B. 



Upon awaking,save your game and head to the arena talk to the receptionist 
to enter 95 match. Head to the waiting room after some event you will battle 
3 rankers. I suggest you use Attack mode/whatever mode paired with Break mode 
because we will use Draining Fist and Retaliate damage here. 

Boss:Betty [472] 
========================================================================== 
Tips:Don't use all of your skills on her save it for the next battle. 
     She is easy to beat on Break mode. 
Prize: - 
========================================================================== 

Boss:Byakke [415] 
========================================================================== 
Tips: Use your Draining Fist right now and Retaliate Damage to recover 
      your HP. Break him and use Double edge that's it. 
Prize: - 
========================================================================== 

Boss: Kelly[291] 
========================================================================== 
Tips: Dish out all of your skills now since it's the last battle. Use 
      Powerful,Draining Fist, break her and use Double Edge for massive 
      damage. 
Prize: - 
========================================================================== 

You'll be thrown up in your room and Ren will came and ask you to talk  
privately. Keep choosing randomly until an event occurs. I got mine at 
Bazarta upper district/area. 

Heal your self and go to Berial road and there will be an event. You'll be 
at arena's entrance. Head into Berial road entrance and take the left path 
to see an event. Continue to the next screen and you'll dueling Botvio. 

Boss: Botvio [78] 
========================================================================== 
Tips: Save your skill as much as possible. You will be fighting Faz next.   
      Use 1 or 2 Draining fist and be sure to not use Mystery skill not  
      even once. Break him and do a Double edge once. He can blind you 
      that kinda annoying since you don't know when to guard but try to 
      hear the voice so you can know when to guard. 
Prize: Human Kill 
========================================================================== 

Boss: Faz [75] 
========================================================================== 
Tips: Use Break mode,Draining fist usual combo and cast Powerful at the 
      beginning of the battle. Break and use Double Edge the best combo 
      ever for me. Heal when needed and He should be down. Use weapon kill to 
      lower his attack so the combo will be more perfect ;D 
Prize: Command Skill : Strong Counter B 
========================================================================== 

Go to Cantalera to see some event and head back to Ghandoar,check the quest  
board. It's time do some friendship event. 

Give your key to Rid and Airis. Both of them are infront of Bazalta HQ  
entrance. 



Rid Friendship event 4: 
Enter your room and choose the 2nd option and take your key back 

Head out of your room and re-enter to do: 
Airis Friendship Final: 
Choose the First option and that's it you've completed Friendship event 
with her so she will give your key back automatically. 

Now time to do the quest shall we? I will do the subquest first before 
the main quest so feel free to skip these subquest. 

Quest 31: 
Talk to Nathan at Ranker's area to accept the quest and talk again to start 
a battle with 2 ranker. Yappa [511] and Nathan [2063] himself. 

Tips: Yappa can seal your button randomly so becareful.As for Nathan 
      He can poison you and Invincible for 2 turns so don't use R skill  
      when he is Invincible. 
Prize: EXP Hunter+ and Dynamite 

Quest prize: 7500B 

Sleep at Ranker's area before you do the next Quest. 

Quest 32: 
Talk to Yana inside a house before Tylong's concession entrance. Accept the 
quest and go to the La Kit ruins. Go into a well and examine. When prompted 
go walk around the well with this pattern: left 2 laps, right 1 lap and left 
1 lap. This is kinda confusing at first time but I can do this so do you ;). 
Back to Yana to recieve your reward. 
Prize: 700B and Weekly Life special x 1. 

Now it's time to do the mandatory quest. 

Quest 33: 
Talk to Hayer to recieve your quest.Head to Kadamore waterway and Fight 
Wogure [71] to get a Spinage IV Rskill. Enter the area where you fought 
Harth and Igorita here to fight a Bunny and got Death Mask accesories 
from them.

Boss: Rowdy "Copy" Bunny 
========================================================================== 
Tips: This Bunny is definitely not a cute one. As it's name implies,it copies 
      other Ranker's attack such as Ren etc. You can hear that bunny 
      talks using a ranker's sound (yeah it's a rowdy bunny considering it is 
      a talking bunny ) and copy those ranker attacks and Rskills.  
      Be sure to have many Damaging Rskills to cancel his attacks. 
      Don't use Rskills except to halt his R skills. 
Prize: Death Mask 
========================================================================== 

You'll be automatically return to Ghandoar to see some event regarding Hayer 
and the bunny. 

Quest Prize: 20000B and rank to 50.  

Go to the shopping area to see more event and return to Ranker's area to 
see event about Ren. Sleep and Save at your room. Check the quest board 
afterwards to do one more quest. 



Note: My reference sites said you can find Ren at Miyar forest after this. 
      but I can't find her, if anyone can pinpoint the location and 
      the right time to do a friendship after Bunny's quest, i will write  
      your name on the credits part.At first I already gave a key to her  
      before fighting Faz and still she doesn't visit to my room after this 
      quest finished.So I want to confirm is there any friendship event here 
      or not. 

Quest 34: 
Talk to Sunset weapon owner at Ghandoar upper district. You only need to  
meet examine things and a battle to complete the quest. 
1, check the bulletin board of the Ghandoar train station 
2, see the table at the far end of Ranker's area 
3, examine the vase at Ranker's area nursery 
4, examine the books at Tournament arena waiting room 
5, examine a bear at the north eastern side of Tylong's room  
6, Go to Toro wasteland to battle Maxim. 

Note: Maxim can seal your button so be sure to equip accesories that have 
      seal resistance. 

Prize: Auto seal 
Head back to Sunset shop to claim your reward 
Quest Prize: 7500B 

Head to the Fische road. From Libra forest go to the entrance of Donea's path 
instead of taking right path,take the left one and continue until you enter 
Fische road. Take the right path at intersection to get a Smelly herb at the 
dead end. From there open your map and take the western most Part to get 
Analeptic L. Return and take the Middle path. Heal your self before dueling 
Ravadina here. 

You got Triangle Damage Counter from her. and continue by take a turn 
to the right. Heal your R skills before dueling Mint.Head to Lesonar Coast 
after this.Save your game and proceed to the next screen. Take the left path 
and grab a ChargeMax before continuing to the next area. Take Ias Shield and 
return to the intersection and take the right path. Follow the path to Duel 
Victor and continue to the next area and keep proceeding until you find 
a save point. Save your game and continue to see a nice event a fight  
between Ren and Faz. Now you can choose 2 choice between fighting Ren or 
Faz. 

Choose the First Option to duel Ren first then after dueling Her and get 
the Golden Crown Mystery skill, you will fight Faz. Don't worry Faz's HP 
has became lower than if you choose the 2nd option to fight Faz.  

This tips below for people who wants to skip to battle Ren and choose to 
battle Faz instead without fighting Ren, for more challenge ;D Don't worry 
if you do battle with Faz you won't miss Ren's Mystery Skill, since you 
can battle her at Training Ground. 

Boss:Faz [36] 
========================================================================== 
Tips: Do the usual combo, but becareful after he casts omega burst. 
      He gots regen,Atk and def up also Invincibility for 2 hit. 
      Break and use Double edge, The battle will ended by event battle. 
Prize: Grand tusk and Hollowhard Sword. 
========================================================================== 

Headback to see an event with Ren.Talk to her to see more event. Go 



to Leon Gorge after that. Gave your key to Ren and Makis. 

Ren Frienship event 1: 
Choose the 3rd option and take your key back. 

Reenter your room and 
Makis Friendhip event 5: 
Choose the 2nd option and take your key back. 

While still in Bazalta give your key to Rid and do a friendship event 
with him. 

Rid Friendship event 5: 
Choose the 2nd option and take your key back. 

Now head back to Leon canyon and give Igorita your key. 
Igorita Friendship event 1: 
Choose the 3rd option and take your key back 

Head to Leon canyon go until you reach the save point here and take the 
left path. Take a Charge2 after you cross the bridge and continue to the 
next screen.You will see many scene after that continue to see one more 
cool scene :D  

You'll be automatically enter Kheironia Plateau. Head to the right deadend 
to take an analeptic M and continue to the north to fight Sengoku. 

BOSS: 7 Knights Sengoku [6] 
========================================================================== 
Tips: Break him then Double edge,use the usual Draining Fist after all 
      of your skills depleted, finish him with Mystery skill of you want to. 
      The Battle will ends by His Mystery Skill 
Prize:Auto Guard 
========================================================================== 

Tank Dou Fortress: 
Take an Analeptic L here. then take the right stairs to get 5000 B. Headback 
and take the Left Stair. Duel Norma. 

BOSS:7 Knights Norma[5] 
========================================================================== 
Tips: She can make your syle effects down Attack and Guard mode is 
      recommended here. But you can choose any style you wanted. She also 
      can disable 3 of your SP for a while. 
      The Battle will ends by Her Mystery Skill 
Prize: Skill+1 
========================================================================== 

Heal yourself before Heading to the next area to fight  

BOSS:7 Knights Zebrila[4] 
========================================================================== 
Tips: She can make your syle effects down Attack and Guard mode is 
      recommended here. But you can choose any style you wanted. She also 
      can disable 3 of your SP for a while. 
     
Prize: - 
========================================================================== 



Save and continue to Fort Kheironia. Turn right and take a charge max 
at your first intersection and headleft afterwards to Press a switch enter 
the new entrance that opened by the switch. 

After an event with Faz go to the 3rd Floor by pressing Green switch head 
inside to press the Blue switch now Head to the Blue door. 

At the 3rd floor you should press the button in a color sequence 
that is: 
Red, blue, red, yellow, green, blue, blue and head to the next area to fight 
Rosa.

BOSS:7 Knights Rosa[3] 
========================================================================== 
Tips: She can do many hits with Star fall,Guard Style with Cooldown is  
      working great here. USe weapon and armor kill R skills will help. 
      I already try using break mode and it's harder than Guard mode. 
      The Battle will ended by countering Her mistery skill. 
Prize: Free Skill 
========================================================================== 

Now return to Ghandoar to see an event with Pod.Talk to Lido at Bazalta HQ. 
Talk to Cable car officer go to upper area and Makis will approach. Talk  
with Ren and enter the house. Battle an Evinos and follow the path to climb 
a stairs. 

Keep walking forward until you fight Yuli's henchmen Berthold.After win  
go to the next area and give your key to Tylong. An enemy will ambush you 
and proceed to the next area. Keep proceeding until you met Yuli. 

BOSS:7 Knights Yuli[2] 
========================================================================== 
Tips: He Hits multiple times. He also can seal your action button. Use 
      break Mode to break him. He is quite hard and will take sometime 
      to defeat him. Heal when necessary and Use Mystery Skills after 
      depleting all of your Rskill. Use armor kill skill with Powerful 
      and when he is in a break state, use Double edge. 
      Break Mode and Guard Mode is Highly recommended here. 
Prize: Free Attack 
========================================================================== 

After a long event, go to Bazalta main HQ by using cable car choose 
option 2 while talking to the Cable car officer. Enter the Main HQ and 
take the elevator by choosing the 1st option. Enter the room to see 
some event regarding Evinos outbreak. 

Tylong Friendship event 1 and Final: 
Go to your new room in Bazalta HQ. 
Talk to Tylong inside Bazalta HQ to do the event and choose the 2nd option. 
and take your key back. You should got your item here, 

Mysie Friendship event 1: 
Give your key to Mysie. Choose the 2nd option. take your key back. 

Give your key to Faz at the top floor and Rid at entrance and headback to 
your room.

Faz and Rid Friendship event 
For Faz choose the 1st option and take your key back. 
You will got your 1st item now. 



For Rid choose the 1st option and take your key back. 

Now Go to the secret basement from Ghandoar upper area to fight Titico. 
You won atk+5 from Him.Continue climbing up the stairs to the basement 
training area to fight Tylong and Ren.  

This is not tested yet anyone can confirm this? I got it from my friend: 
Cayton friendship event 1: 
Now talk to Cayton or ex Norma possesed human, at Tylong concession's bar. 
Give your key to her to do a friendship event with her. 

Boss:Ren 
========================================================================== 
Tips:
She hits really hard and fast with multiple hits. The best way to fight her 
is to use Armor Kill+Powerful then Break her and use Double Edge. Or you 
can replace The attack mode armor kill and powerful to Guard mode's  
cooldown. Well use Mystery skill to end the battle with her and She will 
use Golden Crown Mystery skill. 
Prize:Golden Crown M.Skill, Wadatsumi and a RSkill Flash VIII. 
Note: Wadatsumi is the best Dagger/Knife in this game. 
========================================================================== 

Boss:Tylong 
========================================================================== 
Tips:  
He hits hard and can do a one hit death to you if you don't cancel his 
Rskill after His Hp almost 0. Be sure do a Mystery skill after he looked 
like almost dying and end the battle by contering him. 
Prize: - 
========================================================================== 

Now go to the inn to battle Karen.After that Try the new battle at tournament 
and talk to a woman near Tournament arena entrance to claim a quest. Now  
enter Bazalta main HQ talk to a woman infront of the entrance and accept 
her quest.Now Head inside and enter Bazalta Main HQ library to find a client 

Quest 35: 
Talk to her to receive the quest and you only have to answer her question 
to finish the quest. 
Q1:Option 2 
Q2:Option 3 
Q3:Option 2 
Q4:Option 1 

Prize: Weekly Strength special,3000B and Analpetic L X2 

Quest 36: 
Talk to Elkria at Bazalta main HQ entrance and teleport to Kheironia Plateau 
turn yourself 180 degree and walk straight to the Plateau entrance you will  
find the item needed for the quest near a Save point. 
Head back to Bazalta main HQ entrance and talk to her to get your reward 

Prize:8000B and Weekly Life special. 

Quest 37: 
Talk to Reina at tournament area then talk again to see her twins. 
Now go to Nishula glacier to the random teleportation area. Go to the 
top right exit 5 times and at the 6th one take an item at the center of the 



map.Report back to her to battle her twins,Eine. 

Boss:Eine 
Tips: Use Hagane Soul so you can attack her when she counter your attack.  
      Break her and use double edge. heal when necessary and keep doing that 
      until she is down. Hagane Soul is a must. 
Prize: Skill effect++ 
Prize: 15000B,Charge Max X 3. 

Heal and Save your game then head to Lakit ruins. 
Give your key to Ren and Igorita and do friendship event with them. 

Ren friendship event 2: 
Choose the 3rd option and take your key back. You'll got a friendship item 
from her. 

Exit and re-enter your room to get the event with Igorita 

Igorita friendship event 2: 
Choose the 3rd option and take your key back. You'll got a friendship item 
from her. 

Head back to La kit ruins and give your key to Makis. 
Makis Friendship event 6: 
Choose the 1st option and take your key back 

Now head back to La-kit ruins and proceed forward until you see another 
event with Sengoku.Keep walking until you see an event and examine the wall 
with Faz. Give your key to Faz and Makis and head back to Ghandoar to do 
friendship event. 

Faz friendship event Final: 
Choose the 3rd option and you got your key back.  

Reenter your room to do 
Makis friendship event Final: 
Choose the 1st option and you got your key back. 

Now give your key to Rid at entrance and Ren at Bazalta main HQ basement. 
Ren is infront of the place you duel her and Tylong. Return to your room 
and do: 

Rid friendship final: 
Choose the 1st option and you will got your key back. 
Ren friendship final: 
Choose the 2nd option and you will got your key back. 

Give your key to Mysie and do 
Mysie friendship final: 
Choose the 2nd option and you will got your key back. 

Talk to Rosa at main HQ library and go to Berial road. Take the right path 
at the entrance. Continue until you reach Salvatore imperial villa,examine 
the middle door and go to the right door to take a vas and put it on the 
altar. 

After the event check a stone at the top left part of the room head outside 
to see an event to fight the"real"7 knights Zebrila.You just have to destroy 
his briefcase to start a Mystery skill counter event and got B hunter+. 



Now you should get some items here. Head to the left room to got a Charge  
Max and weekly Defense special. Now take an altar like Pot at the lower 
area inside treasury room to the pedestal. Head back to get Gold and Sun 
inside a treasure chest there. 

Head back to La-kit ruins give your key to Igorita and finish the friendship 
event with her.Choose option 1 and head back to Lakit ruins continue forward 
and you will duel Faz. Enter the Final dungeon of the game. 

The path is rather straight here take the items and head onto the next area. 
Step on the Red,green and blue platform to proceed to the next area. 
Here step on the Purple,green,blue and green again to the next area. 

Here you will fight Evinos eve.As for the strategy i leave this to you. 
Do what ever you want with it as long it's got beaten lol. Be sure you 
defeat it's arms first before hitting the middle one. 

After the battle Examine the switch on the middle and continue to the next  
area to be interrupted by Harth. 

Boss:Harth [1] 
========================================================================== 
Tips:
He is very hard, you should use armor kill,weapon kill,powerful, Drain 
ing fist,Retaliate damage and Double edge. At your first move cast armor 
then a weapon kill. The next time your SP ful cast Powerful,then change  
into break mode cast Draining shield,Break His defense and Use Double Edge 
it should damage him about 3000 damage. When His Hp below 10% He will cast 
a very dangerous spell that deplete HP and your Break gauge very fast. At 
this time use the last Double edge if there is any and Cast a Mystery skill 
before he finished to cast a very damaging skills that one hit K.O you since 
you are in a Break down state and HP down state. 
Prize: Damage up+ and Rank 1 a.k.a Last Ranker. 
========================================================================== 

It's time to get the best equipment in the game. well you can do it before 
the endgame or if you want to do it after the end game for more challenge 
against final boss it's up to you. 

Here's the list of the best equipment in the game: 

Sword: Do Quest 38 

Quest 38: 
-Check the quest board and talk to Hivot to accept the quest. 
Now fight 6 Evinos *crystalized enemies in these area don't worry there is 
only 1 Evinos in these area you should easily find it.  
-At Berial Road take the left path when you met an intersection 
-At Virgo desert on the right path that goes to Kadamore 
-At Salvatore Imperial villa 
-At Kalkinos Wilderness at the west path deadend 
-Fort Kheironia 2 F 
Return to Hivot and get your prize 
Prize: The last one (best sword),50000B 

Dagger: Fight Ren at training area basement (Wadatsumi) 

Shield: Buy Aigis shield for 40000B at Sunset shop. Talk to the owner first. 

Gun: Head to Leon canyon you'll find it near Kheironia entrance near a big 



     stone. 
     Talk to the Cafe Master at Ranker's area before checking the item or 
     you won't find it. (Barbaro and Galgano) 
     Incase you wanna know, Barbaro is Galgano's father and a gun maker. 

Fist: You must won the final tournament at arena, your opponent named 
      MR.T, you also will ge a Skill%++ upon winning. 

Armor:(Brigandine) 
Talk to Pod at the bridge to accept Brigandine the best armor in the game. 

Head back save and heal your self after that walk and keep walking to the  
Dimensional portal to see an event an enter the Lost area. 
Continue climbing a ledge to see an event and tada~~~ 

Final Boss: Evinos Queen 
========================================================================== 
Tips: DIsh out your RSkill to the Prime Knights be sure it's not canceled 
      save one other Damaging Rskill to stop The Evinos Queen cast a magic 
      that deals 3000 damage if you're not on guard. Use Evinos Kill skill 
      chip to maximize the chance of winning.  
Prize: Max SP gauge become 10 and you can fight 7 Seven knights. 
========================================================================== 

Congrats you have beaten the Last Ranker game, but don't worry there  
are still some things to do after you beat the game ;D 

Endgame+   ========================================= [end00]  

Well,what's left for us are only Tournament, a New Ranker that can be 
accessed only by the cleared data, fight some rankers that we haven't 
fight before and a Hidden Quest. 

Let's do this Hidden Quest first 
  
Quest 39: 
Get a Weekly Power,Life and Protection in your inventory. If you don't 
have it or confused with the writings, you can buy these items at Ghandoar 
Upper area/district's item shop for 50000B each. 

After you got those items talk to the Bartender inside Tylong concession bar 
and he will admit that he is the one that makes those magazines. 
Yes, the items that boost your permanent status is some magazines lol. 

Prize: Gentlemen's Poker Face. 

If you follow my walkthrough, you should only need to fight 4 more ranker. 

-Nerona at Nishula Glacier 
 Prize: Skill%+ 

-Clova at room 302 and Michel Room 203 at Ranker's area 
 Your Prize from Clova :Charge EB 
 Your Prize from Michel :Inject 

-Mysterious ranker named Muu that you should trigger his appearence by 
 talking to a kid infront of the Ghandoar inn. You should find him infront 
 of the arena. You can't do this now if you haven't finish a quest with 



 a man inside Inn. 
 Your prize from Muu:Act gain 

 Note: 
 I haven't meet this guy actually but it's written on my reference sites. 
 I will write a full explanation, how to meet him as soon as I met him. 
 It's written that you should be near endgame or after endgame to meet him. 

Talk to Pod at the bridge to open a new tournament  

Complete all of the tournament first including Secret 7 knights by talking to 
the red receptionist and Input the Code below. Note: all enemies level is 40. 
I suggest your level should be at least 37-39 before entering these code. 

The code is case sensitive so becareful when inputting the code,and don't  
type your enemies name,only type the code beside his/her name. 

Ring Name Code: 
- Bayger : ByeByeSenpai 
- Sengoku: MurakumoKen3 
- Norma: The Beauty Dog 
- Zebrila: Dooh!GoGoGo! 
- Rosa: Steel&Maiden 
- Yuri: BaseInstinct 
- Harth: 1MoreBattle! 

As for Battle Strategy I only found some that I've beaten when this section 
was made. More Battle strategies will came up later.  

If anyone wants to deploy his/her strategy to me feel free to email me and 
your name will be on the Credits for the tips (not the same strategy with 
me). 

Bayger The Ironic Punch Line [24522] 
============================================================================= 
Best Style Change: Guard and Break style 

Skill set for Guard style: Cooldown, Armor Kill,Powerful, Healing 
                            
Skill set for Break style: Chakring,Retaliate Damage/Tiger Palm, Healing and 
                          Double edge. 

Mystery skill: Anything should be fine. 

Skill + 1 linked to Double Edge/Tiger Palm is giving better chance to win. 

Tips: Use your Guard style as your Main style. He will cast HP down to you 
      but there is a way that I found recently to counter this. Use O button 
      on Guard style. O Shield Guard gives you invincibility against this 
      status and for other status. 
       
      Step 1: 
      At the beginning of the battle press O after you see he is infront of  
      you and moving hands. Immediately Change into Break style and cast  
      Armor Killer and Powerful, continued by a Square hit to him. 

      Step 2: 
      Don't ever change your style at this moment because Bayger can deplete 
      your Break Gauge very fast if you're not using O Shield guard in Guard 
      Style. After your SP regenerate by about 2 or 3,immediately Press O  



      to guard his attacks keep doing so until your SP fully regenerated. 

      Step 3:   
      Change into Break style and hit him with O Knuckle Blow twice to  
      deplete his break gauge and immediately change into Guard style to  
      Cast Cooldown on you and back to Step 2. Be careful at this step he  
      usually cast a Hp down to you so be sure to O Shield Guard your self. 

      Step 4: 
      Change back to Break style and hit him with O Knuckle Blow to break 
      him and spam your Double Edge to him. 

      Repeat this step until His Hp below 30% and Spam all of your R skills 
      and be sure to return to Guard style to safely regenerate SP and cast 
      Cooldown when needed. After you spam all of your Damaging R skills 
      Finish Him with a Mystery skill and He will use his mystery skill. 
      Be sure to counter his Mystery skill and that's it. He is beaten. 

Note: You can switch O Knuckle Blow with a Tiger palm to make things easier. 
      But for your safety don't use Tiger palm because he can counter your 
      attacks. 

Prize: Fist arts mastery certificate. 
============================================================================= 

Sengoku the Scenery Slicer [6] 
============================================================================= 
Best Style Change: Attack and Break style 

Skill set for Attack style: Armor Kill, Weapon Kill,Powerful, Healing 
                            and Grand tusk Mystery skill. 

Skill set for Break style : Draining Fist,Double Edge, Healing and 
                            Tiger Palm. 

Skill + 1 linked to Double Edge/Tiger Palm is giving better chance to win. 

Tips: He hits very2 hard if you're not guarding his attacks. He also  
      can use a One winged angel like attack that make your HP to 1. 

      Use Break style as your active style. To use Powerful or not it 
      is your choice. Though i can beat him without powerful. 
     
      Here is the strategy cast Draining fist and hit him immediately with 
      O Knuckle blow. Guard his attacks and Rskills this is a must. 
      Break him and use Double Edge and continue by using Armor killer to  
      him. He is hard to counter except you know the right time to do it 
      so I don't recommend you to use Retaliate Damage. 

      Don't ever use Healing on yourself if your HP is not equal to 1. 
      Because if you heal then he hits your HP to 1 you will use Healing  
      twice before he hits you to 1 HP and after he hits you to 1 HP. 
      Just cast Draining fist and hit him that's it. 

      Repeat these actions until His HP is about 30% try to Break him 
      and spam Double Damage once again and Armor Kill after this. 
      After your SP is depleted wait to regenerate and don't use Guard at all 
      except your HP is almost 0. If not spam your Grand Tusk to finish him  
      off.



      I told you to use Grand Tusk because of the same reason when fighting 
      Harth below.  

Note: You can switch O Knuckle Blows combo with 2 Knuckle blow and a Tiger  
      palm. 

Prize: Mountain collapsing Sword II certificate.    
============================================================================= 

Norma plays with charm.[5] 
============================================================================= 
Best Style Change: Any style and Break style 

Skill set for Break style: Draining fist,Tiger palm, Healing and 
                           Double edge. 

For the other style you should use Hagane soul and some optional RSkills:  
Armor kill,Weapon kill and Powerful. Though i suggest to use attack style. 

Mystery Skill: No need to use one i think. 

Tips: Use Hagane Soul and Armor kill. Then change into Break style and cast  
      Draining fist with your first set of SP. Now you can hit her without 
      worrying you'll be cancelled by her counter. She is easy to beat 
      with Knuckle Blow,Tiger Palm and Double edge after she enters a break 
      state. Just Repeat this actions until she dies, her defense is not  
      high, I think she has a below average defense. Heal when necessary. 

Prize: Bewitching Beauty spell certificate 
============================================================================= 

Everything is in Zebrila's Hand [4] 
============================================================================= 
Best Style Change: Any style and Break style 

Skill set for Break style: Draining fist,Tiger palm, Healing and 
                          Double edge. 

For the other style i suggest use Armor kill,Weapon kill and Powerful. 

Mystery skill: Anything should be fine. 

Skill + 1 linked to Double Edge is giving better chance to win. 

Tips: After the battle starts sse Draining fist and Hit Zebrila. He doesn't 
      have a Break gauge but the main function of Draining fist here is to  
      drain His HP. Spam Double Edge + powerful/Armor kill to him and keep 
      spamming until your HP is at the red zone. Heal your self and continue 
      to spam all of your R skills until his HP is about 1 and use Mystery 
      skill to you and counter that. 
   
      As a note for you: don't waste your time to hit those Gun turrets 
      just hit Zebrila. Neglect them and hit Zebrila. 
   
Prize: Dou's desktop certificate. 
============================================================================= 



The Unerring Justice of Rosa [3] 
============================================================================= 
Best Style Change: Guard and Break style 

Skill set for Guard style: Cooldown, Armor Kill,Defense, Healing 
                            
Skill set for Break style: Draining fist,Tiger Palm, Healing and 
                           Double edge. 

Double Edge linked with Skill + 1 is a must. 

Tips: Immediately cast Defense you should do this after she use StarFall. 
      Unlike before when you fight her, Her Starfall is infinite. 
      After casting Defense change into Break style. Hit with knuckle blow 
      twice and don't use Tiger Palm yet. Change back into Guard style ASAP 
      and press O for shield Guard this is a must. 

      Wait for your SP to regenerate by 2 or 3 and press O again. If the 2nd 
      Starfall can't be avoided, cast Cooldown when your SP full and Guard 
      again. Hit her with 3 Knuckle Blow as soon as the starfall finished 
      and use Double edge once and save your SP wait it until regenerate 
      fully. 

      As soon as she recover from Break State immediately Spam Double knuckle 
      blow continued by Tiger Palm. This should break her once again and  
      repeat these action once again. After hitting Her with Double Edge 
      for the 3rd time,wait for your SP to fully regenerate and hit her with 
      1 More Double Edge,change into Guard Style and Hit Her with armor kill. 
      Her Hp should be at < 15% by now and immediately cast Mystery Skill 
      when you have 3 SP bars. 

Prize: Balance of the Light Bow certificate 
============================================================================= 

Yuli Blan Bazalta[5] 
============================================================================= 
Best Style Change: Any style and Break style 

Skill set for Break style: Draining fist,Tiger palm, Healing and 
                           Double edge. 

For the other style you should use Hagane soul and some optional RSkills:  
Armor kill,Weapon kill and Powerful. Though i suggest to use attack style. 

Mystery Skill: No need to use one i think. 

Tips: Use Hagane Soul and Armor kill then change into Break style and cast  
      Draining fist with your first set of SP. Now you can hit him without 
      worrying you'll be cancelled by his ice attacks. 

      Now use Knuckle Blow,Tiger Palm and followed by Double Edge when  
      he enters break state. Just Repeat this actions until his HP is about 
      15% then Hit him with all Rskills you have,and followed by a Mystery  
      Skill.  

Prize: Absolute Zero certificate 
============================================================================= 



Harth the Strong Rank [2] 
============================================================================= 
Best Style Change: Attack and Break style 

Skill set for Attack style: Armor Kill, Weapon Kill,Powerful, Healing and 
                           Grand tusk Mystery skill. 

Skill set for Break style: Draining Fist,Retaliate Damage/Tiger palm,Healing  
                           and Double edge. 

Skill + 1 linked to Double Edge/Tiger Palm is giving better chance to win. 

There are 2 strategy for this fight well it's almost the same. Just using 
2 different skills and some change in SP set. Tips 2 is safer than the first 
tips since it use weapon kill to reduce Harth's attack. 

Tips: If your level is about 39 you should do this strategy. I KO'ed him  
      without using Grand Tusk with this strategy. Grand tusk's function here 
      is just to do a cool finishing and a guaranteed finishing & winning ;D 
       
      Immediately cast Powerful and Armor Kill when the battle begin. 
      Then change into Break Style and cast Draining Fist with your first  
      set of SP. Regenerate your SP and Hit him with Knuckle Blow twice 
      continued by a Tiger Palm. He should be entering a break state by now. 
    
      Spam Double Edge now to gave him about 5000 Damage for each hit. 
      Don't do anything with your 7 SP, wait your SP to regenerate instead. 
      After he recovers from his break state Hit Him again with Knuckle Blow 
      twice and continue with Tiger Palm once again. He should be entering 
      a break state again now. Spam Double Edge once again and switch into 
      Attack style to cast Armor Kill. 

      Spam your last Double edge or 2 Double edge skills if you linked it 
      to skill + 1. His Hp should be about 10% and he will cast a Break down 
      and HP down to you then he attacks you. Guard it and as soon as his 
      attacks finished, hit him with anything you have left. For a guaranteed 
      or succesful attempts to make his HP 1,Grand Tusk is a sure method to 
      give you a great finishing ;D. So hit him with your last 2 Rskills and 
      use your last 3 bars of SP to use Grand Tusk. He will use a mystery  
      skill at the end,counter his mystery skill by pressing O button 
      repeatedly and that's it. He is KO'ed. 

Tips2:Use Weapon Kill and Armor Kill to him and then use Powerful at your 
      first set of SP. Regenerate your SP until it's maxed.  

      Use Draining Fist and O attacks. Be on guard when he attacks 
      and keep guarding. When he jumps to no where and suddenly attacks you 
      from the sky. Try to keep your Hp Higher than 2000 because that Diving 
      attacks cause about 1800-1900 damage if guarded. 

      Now after he is back on the ground immediately Break Him and spam your 
      Rskill: Double edge to him. It should do about 3000-4000 damage each. 
      Change into Attack style and keep using the same strategy until his Hp 
      about 30%.  

      When his HP about 30% left,Spam all of your damaging Rskills that you 
      have left. You know why I told you to spam all? Because he will do a  
      Rskill to you that can Break your Break gauge and HP Down about at this 



      time your break gauge is also almost depleted thus you have a great 
      chance to be rendered vulnerable at the same time and get K.O-ed.  

      To avoid this, cancel his R skill by spamming yours or force him to  
      skip this phase by hitting him by all of your RSkills until His Hp 
      below 15%. 

      Don't forgot to Heal your self and Spam Grand Tusk Mystery skill to end 
      him. After that you'll be prompted to do a Mystery skill counter.  
     
      Note: 
      I told you to spam Grand Tusk incase if his Hp is not depleted to 1  
      after casting Grand Tusk. Grand Tusk gave you a temporary attack boost 
      after casting ,so you can hit him with your O attacks if his HP still 
      left about several hundreds. He will cast a RSkill that can cause a HP 
      down,Break down status to you. So you should beat him before your HP 
      at the Red zone and your Break gauge is near a Diamond marker. 

Prize: Last Ranker Title certificate. 
============================================================================= 

You will got a certificate upon your winning and that can't be used to do 
anything. This certificates are just for show off. 
Skill + 1 linked to Double Edge is more preferable 

III.Skill Chips: ========================================= [skch0] 
Skill chips is used to boost your stats or to use when you fight. 
You equip them from camp menu. Open the skill menu. You will see some boxes. 
That is your skill nest. Skill nest grows as your level grows.All of your  
skills that you can equipped divided into several catogeries below. 
Note:You also can equip different skill chips for different Style. 
     
Command Skills   ========================================= [skchc] 

This is a command that's you will usually use inside the battle. 
You can do this move as much as you want,as long as you have SP and HP 
of course lol. 

Button list in Attack mode (Normal mode): 
Square = always costs 2 SP 
Circle = always costs 3 SP 
Triangle = Usually costs 5 SP, If you use Triangle counter it only costs 3 SP 
Cross/X = always costs 1 SP per hit received when guarding 

Command Skill Chips list: 
 ___________________________________________________________________________ 
|Command Name:       | Explanation                                          | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
|Square Attack       | Normal attack.                                       | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
|Square Break Attack | First attack using square will deplete enemy break   | 
|                    | gauge.                                               | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
|Square Damage+      | Raise the damage used by sword attacks.              | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
|Triangle Attack     | Normal Triangle attack 5 SP.                         | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
|Triangle Counter    | Press triangle before enemies attack hits.           | 



|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
|Triangle B Counter  | When triangle counter succeeded it also deplete enemy| 
|                    | break gauge.                                         | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
|Triangle D Counter  | When triangle counter succeeded it also adding more  | 
|                    | damage to enemy's HP.                                | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
|X Guard             | Normal Guard command.                                | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
|X Power Guard       | Reduce more damage than normal Guard.                | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
|X Break Guard       | Reduce damage to Break gauge when use.               | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
|X Just Guard        | Reduce damage to Break gauge and HP gauge when used  | 
|                    | at the right time.                                   | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
|O attack            | Normal Double slash attack.                          | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
|O Knuckle Blow      | Break damage Circle attack in Break mode.            | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
|O Gun Shot          | Shoot damage Circle attack in Shoot mode 2 SP used.  | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
|O Shield Guard      | Reduce Large damage when used and no SP consumed.    | 
============================================================================ 

R Skills         ========================================= [skchr]  

This one has a limited moves usage, so becareful when you use one. 
It's like Suikoden's Rune system if you have played Suikoden series. 
To see the limit how many it can be used, Hold R button when battling 
you will see some number beside R skills name. Thats your counter or limit 
or how much times left it can be used. 

Example: 
RSKills name X 3  
it means you can use that R skills until 3 more times. 
The counter will depleted by 1 each time you used that skills 
To restore this counter use Charge items. 

R Skills will always use 3 SP to perform. Hold R button when battling 
and see the Right part to perform Rskills that you equipped. You are also  
Limited to only have maximum 4 R skills to equip. You only can have 1 skill 
for each O,Triangle,Square and X button. 
so you only can use 4 types of different R Skills for a single Style. 

There is one more thing about this. 
Example: 
You have Power edge Rskill equipped at your attack style and you also 
equip them at your Break style. 

Power edge       3 
Attack style    -1 
Break style     -1 
=================== 
Power edge       1 

You use Power edge 1 X when you are using attack style,  
then you changed into Break style and use Power edge once again.  



Your Power edge counter will be decreased to 1. So different Style with 
the same Rskills share the same counter. 

List of R skills: 

How to read this chart 
 ____________________________________ 
|Skillname (Max uses)| How to obtain | 

and what I mean below by mode is a style change type. 

 ___________________________________________________________________________ 
| Chipskill Name:    | Explanation/How to obtain                            | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| Power edge (3)     | Faz automatically after tutorial battle.             | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| Double edge (3)    | Faz after fight at Lesonar coast                     | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| Typhoon (1)        | From Yoa, a long range attack (can't  be countered)  | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| Headbutt (3)       | From Byakke, a skill that have Break damage          | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| Inject (2)         | From Michael, a skill that hits and absorb HP        | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| Warcry (3)         | Halt enemies movement for a while + damage           | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| Weapon Kill (3)    | Damaging enemy while casting Atk Down upon hit       | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| Armor Kill (3)     | Damaging enemy while casting Def Down upon hit       | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| Next XIII  (3)     | Attack mode only, raise damage for a while. When you | 
|                    | change into other style the effect vanishes.         | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| Spinage IV (1)     | Attack mode only, upon winning against Wogure        | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| Flash VIII (1)     | Attack mode only, upon winning against Ren           | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| Air Slide II (3)   | Attack mode only, upon winning against Tarnarda      | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| Tiger Palm (2)     | Break mode only, Attack while giving great damage    | 
|                    | to enemy's Break gauge.                              | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| Retaliate Damage(3)| Break mode only, use on the right timing to counter  |  
|                    | enemies attack                                       | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| ContinuousAttack(1)| Win against Karen,Break mode only                    | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| Draining fist (5)  | Break mode only, all O attacks absorb enemies HP     | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| Charge EB(infinite)| Shoot mode only, Infinite usage                      | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| SniPNG (1)         | Shoot mode only, upon winning against  Robina        | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| BenomaSHT(3)       | Shoot mode only, upon winning against Igorita        | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| BongBaarang (2)    | Guard mode only, upon winning against Gany           | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| Dynamite (3)       | Guard mode only, a counter skill by using shield     | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| Hi-Guard (3)       | Guard mode only, keep guarding for a short amount of | 



|                    | time and the damage reduced more than normal guard   | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| Cooldown (2)       | Guard mode only, restore your Break gauge            | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| Powerful (3)       | Attack boost for an amount of time                   | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| Defense (3)        | Defense boost for an amount of time                  | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| Healing (3)        | Heal 50% of your Maximum HP                          | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| Chakring (3)       | Regenerate your Hp every several seconds             | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| TheSittingGround(3)| Seal all enemies Attack command for a short time     | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| Hagane Soul (3)    | Enable to attack  enemy even if you're countered     | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| Act Gain (2)       | Strengthen skills and fasten SP regeneration         | 
============================================================================= 

  
Mystery skills   ========================================= [skchm] 

You can only use Mystery skills 1 X per battle and It will deplete 
ALL when I said ALL it means,ALL of your RSkills counter whether you equipped 
an Active style or Substyle when you used a Mystery skill. 
So make sure you deplete all of your important Rskills on different styles 
by using it before you used a Mystery skills. Think this as your desperate  
move or last move. Hold R and Press L to use Mystery skills. 

Note: This skills only can be used to fight against another ranker. 

List of Mystery skills: 

1) StarBoomer: 
Throw an enemy to the sky and shoot a Fireball to your enemy. 
How to get: Automatically when you moved to Tylong's Concession.  

2) Hundred punch (Break mode only) 
Hit an enemy with 100 punch then give damage to enemy and All of your 
attacks became a Break damage type. 
How to get: Automatically when you fight Bayger at chapter 5. 
Effect: Break damage + after usage.    

3) SClass (Shoot mode only) 
Shooting enemies from many directions and hits like a rainbow like color. 
How to Get: Automatically when you fight Galgano. 

4) Grand Tusk: Running very fast and charge your sword onto enemy. 
How to Get: Fight Faz at Lesonar Coast. 
Effect: Attack Damage up after usage. 

5) Gold Crown (only Attack mode Change Style) 
Hit enemies with High speed attack forming a Crown and continued by a 
Diving Slash. 
How to Get: Fight Ren at main HQ training area or Fight her at Lesonar 
coast.  
Effect: Attack Speed up after usage. 

Booster Skill   ========================================= [skchu]  
This skills is used to enchance your Zig's power. This is a passive skill 



so you will get the effect as soon as you equipped it. 
Booster skill should be linked up with your Skill thus they'll take 
effect after linked. You can see a white arrow when Booster skill isn't  
linked to any skill chip in that direction. The Red arrow mark that the 
Booster skill is linked with your skills. Be sure to re-arrange your skill 
to maximize the use of Skill Nest. 

List of Booster skills: 

 ___________________________________________________________________________ 
| Chipskill Name:    | Explanation                                          | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| Evinos kill        | Damage + against Evinos type enemy                   | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| Human kill         | Damage + against Human type enemy                    | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| Beast kill         | Damage + against Beast type enemy                    | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| Damage up          | Raise the damage done to the enemy                   | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| Damage up+         | Raise more damage done to the enemy                  | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| Skill + 1          | The maximum skill counter that linked added by 1     | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| Skill %+           | Giving more chance to use Automated skills           | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| Skill %++          | Giving even more chance to use Automated skills      | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| Skill effect +     | Giving more effectiveness when using a supportive    | 
|                    | Rskills. Such as prolong the effect of Next XII,etc  | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| Skill effect ++    | Giving more effectiveness than Skill effect +        | 
============================================================================= 

Automated skills ========================================= [skcha]  
As it's said an automated skills, this is a passive skill that will  
be used automatically when you meet certain condition. Not only you have 
to meet certain condition, these skills are performed randomly by chance. 
So when I said automatically it means automatically by chance. 

Example: When your HP below 20% and you equip auto heal, you're not always 
         having Auto Heal skill casted on you. 

Note: Chance to perform these skills can be increased by using Skill%+  
      and Skill%++ chip skills. 

List of Automated skills: 
 ___________________________________________________________________________ 
| Chip skills name:  | Explanation                                          | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| Auto Heal          |  When HP below 20%, HP starts to regenerate          | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| SP haste           |  Fastening SP recovery when HP below 20%             | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| Auto Damage up     |  When HP below 20%,Damage +5%                        | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| Auto seal          |  When HP below 15% automatically seal enemy's action | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| First Aid          |  Heals a portion of HP after the battle              | 



|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| Auto Guard         |  Automatically Guarding enemy's attack               | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| Hi-Tension         |  When Hp Higher than 80% damage up by 5%             | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| Break+             |  Raise your damage when hitting an enemy when they   | 
|                    |  enter a break state                                 | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| EXP Hunter         |  Increase Exp gained by 5%                           | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| EXP Hunter +       |  Increase Exp gained by 15%                          | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| B Hunter           |  Item Drop rate + 5%                                 | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| B Hunter +         |  Item Drop rate + 15%                                | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| Free Attack        |  Attacking/using skills without consuming SP         | 
|--------------------|------------------------------------------------------| 
| Free Skill         |  Using skills without decreasing max skill counter   | 
============================================================================= 

Stat boots skills ========================================= [skchi] 
This skill is used to boost your status. Well this skill chip function is 
written on the name so I won't make the explanation anymore lol. 

Skill List: 
HP+25   
HP+50   
HP+75   
HP+100   
HP+150   
ATK+1   
ATK+2   
ATK+3   
ATK+4   
ATK+5   
DEF+1   
DEF+2   
DEF+3   
DEF+4   
DEF+5  

IV.Items list:                                      

Usable items =========================================[ite00]  
 ___________________________________________________________________________ 
| Buyable Items                                                             | 
| Deiraid shop is Ghandoar Shopping area shop; Sunset shop = Upper area shop| 
|___________________________________________________________________________| 
| Item Name:   | Price   | Effect                         |  How to obtain  | 
|--------------|---------|--------------------------------|-----------------| 
| Salve S      |   50    | Heal 200 HP                    |  Deiraid shop   | 
|--------------|---------|--------------------------------|-----------------| 
| Salve M      |  100    | Heal 500 HP                    |  Deiraid shop   | 
|--------------|---------|--------------------------------|-----------------| 
| Salve L      |  200    | Heal 1000 HP                   |  Deiraid shop   | 
|--------------|---------|--------------------------------|-----------------| 
| Analeptic S  |  200    | Heal 25% HP                    |  Sunset shop    | 
|--------------|---------|--------------------------------|-----------------| 



| Analeptic L  |  300    | Heal 50% HP                    |  Sunset shop    | 
|--------------|---------|--------------------------------|-----------------| 
| Analeptic M  |  400    | Full HP recovery               |  Sunset shop    | 
|--------------|---------|--------------------------------|-----------------| 
| Charge 1     |   50    | Recover 1 Rskill counter       |  Deiraid shop   | 
|--------------|---------|--------------------------------|-----------------| 
| Charge 2     |  100    | Recover 2 Rskill counter       |Deiraid & Sunset | 
|--------------|---------|--------------------------------|-----------------| 
| Charge Max   |  200    | Recover all Rskill counter     |  Sunset shop    | 
|--------------|---------|--------------------------------|-----------------| 
| Wild Perfume |  100    | Raise encounter rate short time|  Deiraid shop   | 
|--------------|---------|--------------------------------|-----------------| 
|Jackal Perfume|  200    | Raise encounter rate long time |  Sunset shop    | 
|--------------|---------|--------------------------------|-----------------| 
| Smelly Herb  |  200    | Encounter rate down short time |  Deiraid shop   | 
|--------------|---------|--------------------------------|-----------------| 
| Smelly Herb+ |  400    | Encounter rate down long time  |  Sunset shop    | 
|--------------|---------|--------------------------------|-----------------| 
| Evinos Killer|  400    | No Evinos counter short time   |  Sunset shop    | 
|--------------|---------|--------------------------------|-----------------| 
|Evinos KillerZ|  800    | No Evinos counter long time    |  Sunset shop    | 
|--------------|---------|--------------------------------|-----------------| 
| Drinas S     |  1000   | Recover 500 HP                 |Ranker area Nurse| 
|--------------|---------|--------------------------------|-----------------| 
| Drinas M     |  2000   | Recover 1000 HP                |Ranker area Nurse| 
|--------------|---------|--------------------------------|-----------------| 
| Drinas L     |  3000   | Recover 2000 HP                |Ranker area Nurse| 
|--------------|---------|--------------------------------|-----------------| 
| Drinas C     |  5000   | Recover all Rskill counter     |Ranker area Nurse| 
|--------------|---------|--------------------------------|-----------------| 
| Weekly Life S|  50000  | Max Hp +80                     |  Sunset shop    | 
|--------------|---------|--------------------------------|-----------------| 
| Weekly Pwr S |  50000  | Atk + 2                        |  Sunset shop    | 
|--------------|---------|--------------------------------|-----------------| 
| Weekly Prt S |  50000  | Def + 2                        |  Sunset shop    | 
============================================================================= 

 ___________________________________________________________________________ 
| Unbuyable Items & Sell for cash items                                     | 
|                                                                           | 
| How to obtain here means drop from enemies. The name of the enemies       | 
| that drop those items are written at how to obtain column.                | 
|___________________________________________________________________________| 
| Item name:   |SellPrice| Effect                         | How to obtain:  | 
|--------------|---------|--------------------------------|-----------------| 
| Weekly Life  |   10    | Max Hp +40                     |        -        | 
|--------------|---------|--------------------------------|-----------------| 
| Weekly Pwr   |   10    | Atk + 1                        |        -        | 
|--------------|---------|--------------------------------|-----------------| 
| Weekly Prt   |   10    | Def + 1                        |        -        | 
|--------------|---------|--------------------------------|-----------------| 
| Bunny meat   |   10    | Recover 150 HP                 |   Toro bunny    | 
|--------------|---------|--------------------------------|-----------------| 
| Weeds        |    5    | Recover 200 HP                 |   Hashirisu     | 
|--------------|---------|--------------------------------|-----------------| 
| High Weeds   |   10    | Recover 400 HP                 |   Mandrablue    | 
|--------------|---------|--------------------------------|-----------------| 
| Godly weeds  |   30    | Recover 1000 HP                |                 | 
|--------------|---------|--------------------------------|-----------------| 
| Bird meat    |   20    | Recover 300 HP                 |   Eagle         | 



|--------------|---------|--------------------------------|-----------------| 
| Abareru Milk |   10    | Recover 400 HP                 |   Abare bull    | 
|--------------|---------|--------------------------------|-----------------| 
| Lion Meat    |   20    | Recover 500 HP                 |   Beast King    | 
|--------------|---------|--------------------------------|-----------------| 
| Beast fang   |   500   | Sell for cash                  |   Beast King    | 
|--------------|---------|--------------------------------|-----------------| 
| Tortoise Tail|   100   | Sell for cash                  |   Ironide       | 
|--------------|---------|--------------------------------|-----------------| 
|Evinos Drywing|   200   | Sell for cash                  |                 | 
|--------------|---------|--------------------------------|-----------------| 
| Evinos Nail  |   250   | Sell for cash                  |                 | 
|--------------|---------|--------------------------------|-----------------| 
|EvinoThickSkin|   150   | Sell for cash                  |                 | 
|--------------|---------|--------------------------------|-----------------| 
|EvinosLongNail|   350   | Sell for cash                  |                 | 
|--------------|---------|--------------------------------|-----------------| 
|EvinosSoftSkin|  4000   | Sell for cash                  |                 | 
|--------------|---------|--------------------------------|-----------------| 
| Evinos Eye   |  8000   | Sell for cash                  |                 | 
============================================================================= 
          
Weapons ========================================= [ite01]  

All weapons except Guns has the same SP usage. I'll write Sp usage for 
each gun. 
 ___________________________________________________________________________ 
| Sword (Main weapon)                                                       | 
|___________________________________________________________________________| 
| Weapon Name: | Atk  | Price   |  How to obtain                            | 
|--------------|------|---------|-------------------------------------------| 
| Old One      |  20  |    -    |  Default weapon                           | 
|--------------|------|---------|-------------------------------------------| 
| Short Sword  |  25  |   800   |  Deiraid Ghandoar shopping area           | 
|--------------|------|---------|-------------------------------------------| 
| Kurogane Swd |  32  |   1500  |  Deiraid Ghandoar shopping area           | 
|--------------|------|---------|-------------------------------------------| 
| Broad Sword  |  36  |   2100  |  Deiraid Ghandoar shopping area           | 
|--------------|------|---------|-------------------------------------------| 
| Butcher Swd  |  48  |   6600  |  Tylong concession's shop                 | 
|--------------|------|---------|-------------------------------------------| 
| Saber        |  55  |   5500  |  Tylong concession's shop                 | 
|--------------|------|---------|-------------------------------------------| 
| Crescent Edge|  70  |  13500  |  Sunset shop,Ghandoar upper area          | 
|--------------|------|---------|-------------------------------------------| 
| Stinger Edge |  75  |  15600  |  Sunset shop,Ghandoar upper area          | 
|--------------|------|---------|-------------------------------------------| 
| Sword Breaker|  88  |  39000  |  Sunset shop,chance to cast Atk down      | 
|--------------|------|---------|-------------------------------------------| 
| Pandira edge |  67  |    -    |  From quest 27                            | 
|--------------|------|---------|-------------------------------------------| 
| Samshir      |  95  |  35000  |  Sunset shop,Ghandoar upper area          | 
|--------------|------|---------|-------------------------------------------| 
| Hollow Hard  | 102  |    -    |  Versus Faz [36], Lesonar Coast           | 
|--------------|------|---------|-------------------------------------------| 
| Masterpiece  | 120  |  75000  |  Sunset shop,Ghandoar upper area          | 
|--------------|------|---------|-------------------------------------------| 
| Last One     | 145  |    -    |  Quest 36 after your rank = 1             | 
============================================================================= 
 ___________________________________________________________________________ 



| Dagger/Knife                                                              | 
|___________________________________________________________________________| 
| Weapon Name: | Atk  | Price   |  How to obtain                            | 
|--------------|------|---------|-------------------------------------------| 
| Houst        | 24   |    -    |  Toro wasteland beginning of the game     | 
|--------------|------|---------|-------------------------------------------| 
| Scramasas    | 32   |  1400   |  Deiraid Ghandoar shopping area           | 
|--------------|------|---------|-------------------------------------------| 
| Gladius      | 45   |    -    |  Donea's path                             | 
|--------------|------|---------|-------------------------------------------| 
| Harper       | 65   |  6700   |  Sunset shop,Ghandoar upper area          | 
|--------------|------|---------|-------------------------------------------| 
| Viper        | 58   |  8100   |  Sunset shop,Ghandoar upper area          | 
|--------------|------|---------|-------------------------------------------| 
| Orthros      | 77   |  20000  |  Sunset shop,Ghandoar upper area          | 
|--------------|------|---------|-------------------------------------------| 
| Naga         | 85   |    -    |  Lesonar Coast                            | 
|--------------|------|---------|-------------------------------------------| 
| Wadatsumi    | 100  |    -    |  Fight Ren at Ghandoar main HQ basement   | 
============================================================================= 
 ___________________________________________________________________________ 
| Shield                                                                    | 
|___________________________________________________________________________| 
| Shield Name: | Def  | Price   |  How to obtain                            | 
|--------------|------|---------|-------------------------------------------| 
| Wood shield  |  5   |    -    |  Virgo desert after beating Torrens       | 
|--------------|------|---------|-------------------------------------------| 
| Bronze shield|  10  |  3200   |  Sunset shop,Ghandoar upper area          | 
|--------------|------|---------|-------------------------------------------| 
| Iron shield  |  11  |    -    |  Kalkinos Wilderness                      | 
|--------------|------|---------|-------------------------------------------| 
| Hekisas shd  |  13  |  4300   |  Sunset shop,Ghandoar upper area          | 
|--------------|------|---------|-------------------------------------------| 
| Spike shield |  18  |  8900   |  Sunset shop,Ghandoar upper area          | 
|--------------|------|---------|-------------------------------------------| 
| Seal shield  |  21  |  10500  |  Sunset shop,Ghandoar upper area          | 
|--------------|------|---------|-------------------------------------------| 
| Ias shield   |  25  |    -    |  Lesonar Coast                            | 
|--------------|------|---------|-------------------------------------------| 
| Aigis shield |  35  |  40000  |  Sunset shop,Ghandoar upper area          | 
============================================================================= 
 ___________________________________________________________________________ 
| Gun:                                                                      | 
|___________________________________________________________________________| 
| Weapon Name: | Atk  | Price   |  How to obtain                            | 
|--------------|------|---------|-------------------------------------------| 
| Shot & Fire  |  30  |   -     |  Cantalera                       SP:1     | 
|--------------|------|---------|-------------------------------------------| 
|   2  & Eyes  |  48  |  1050   |  Sunset shop,Ghandoar upper area SP:2     | 
|--------------|------|---------|-------------------------------------------| 
| Dizzy & Sound|  53  |  5400   |  Sunset shop,Ghandoar upper area SP:2     | 
|--------------|------|---------|-------------------------------------------| 
| Bound & Dance|  54  |  11200  |  Sunset shop,Ghandoar upper area SP:1     | 
|--------------|------|---------|-------------------------------------------| 
| Bomber & Fire|  67  |  12800  |  Sunset shop,Ghandoar upper area SP:2     | 
|--------------|------|---------|-------------------------------------------| 
| Gold & Sun   |  68  |    -    |  Salvatore iImperial Villa Chest SP:1     | 
|--------------|------|---------|-------------------------------------------| 
| Happy & Time |  84  |  50000  |  Sunset shop,Ghandoar upper area SP:2     | 
|--------------|------|---------|-------------------------------------------| 



| Barbaro and  |  75  |    -    |  Leon Gorge,Kheironia entrance  SP:1      | 
| Galgano      |      |         |                                           | 
============================================================================= 

 ___________________________________________________________________________ 
| Fist                                                                      | 
|___________________________________________________________________________| 
| Weapon Name: | Atk  | Price   |  How to obtain                            | 
|--------------|------|---------|-------------------------------------------| 
| Old Style    | 12   |    -    |  Default weapon                           | 
|--------------|------|---------|-------------------------------------------| 
| Steel fist   | 18   |  700    |  Deiraid Ghandoar shopping area           | 
|--------------|------|---------|-------------------------------------------| 
| SpineBrk.Fist| 23   |  1300   |  Deiraid Ghandoar shopping area           | 
|--------------|------|---------|-------------------------------------------| 
| Brutal fist  | 33   |  2000   |  Tylong concession's shop                 | 
|--------------|------|---------|-------------------------------------------| 
| Cracker fist | 40   |  5300   |  Sunset shop,Ghandoar upper area          | 
|--------------|------|---------|-------------------------------------------| 
| Red Eye fist | 45   |  6500   |  Sunset shop,Ghandoar upper area          | 
|--------------|------|---------|-------------------------------------------| 
| BlueMoon fist| 55   |  15000  |  Sunset shop,Ghandoar upper area          | 
|--------------|------|---------|-------------------------------------------| 
| Lion's fist  | 65   |    -    |  After Fighting MR.T Tournament arena     | 
============================================================================= 
         

Armor =========================================[ite02]  
 ___________________________________________________________________________ 
| Armor Name: | Def  | Price   |  How to obtain                             | 
|-------------|------|---------|--------------------------------------------| 
| Under sash  | 5    |   -     |  Default armor                             | 
|-------------|------|---------|--------------------------------------------| 
| Lesser sash | 12   |  600    |  Deiraid Ghandoar shopping area            | 
|-------------|------|---------|--------------------------------------------| 
| Katabira    | 18   |  1200   |  Deiraid Ghandoar shopping area            | 
| Cloth       |      |         |                                            | 
|-------------|------|---------|--------------------------------------------| 
| Katabira    | 22   |  1800   |  Deiraid Ghandoar shopping area            | 
| Armor       |      |         |                                            | 
|-------------|------|---------|--------------------------------------------| 
| Copper vest | 29   |    -    |  Virgo dessert, Poison resistance +25      | 
|-------------|------|---------|--------------------------------------------| 
| Iron vest   | 36   |  6500   |  Deiraid Ghandoar shopping area            | 
|-------------|------|---------|--------------------------------------------| 
| Silver vest | 47   |    -    |  From Pod (resistance from slash damage 3%)| 
|-------------|------|---------|--------------------------------------------| 
| Joint vest  | 50   |  11500  |  Sunset shop,Ghandoar upper area           | 
|-------------|------|---------|--------------------------------------------| 
| Body armor  | 56   |  13000  |  Sunset shop,Ghandoar upper area           | 
|-------------|------|---------|--------------------------------------------| 
| Krnd.Muflet | 70   |  31000  |  Sunset shop,(Seal resistance +25)         | 
|-------------|------|---------|--------------------------------------------| 
| Dia Plate   | 78   |  28000  |  Sunset shop,Ghandoar upper area           | 
|-------------|------|---------|--------------------------------------------| 
| Brigandine  | 100  |    -    |  After Bazalta Main quareter,Bridge event  | 
============================================================================= 
          

Accesories ========================================= [ite03] 



Defense + accesories 
 ___________________________________________________________________________ 
| Accesories Name:       | Def  | Price |  How to obtain                    | 
|------------------------|------|-------|-----------------------------------| 
| Heaven's Loincloth     |  1   |   -   |  Default acc.                     | 
|------------------------|------|-------|-----------------------------------| 
| Lesser greave          |  2   |  700  |  Deiraid shop                     | 
|------------------------|------|-------|-----------------------------------| 
| Hungry Heart           |  3   |   -   |  Kadamore water way               | 
|------------------------|------|-------|-----------------------------------| 
| Royal greave           |  5   |  4000 |  Sunset shop                      | 
|------------------------|------|-------|-----------------------------------| 
| Wild glass             |  5   |   -   |  Arena: Yuri's dogs tournament    | 
|------------------------|------|-------|-----------------------------------| 
| Blue Sovereign         |  8   |   -   |  Friendship Ren                   | 
|------------------------|------|-------|-----------------------------------| 
| Robins Egg             |  8   |   -   |  Frienship Igorita                | 
============================================================================= 

Slash attack reducing accesories  
%= Percent damage reduced when equipped 
 ___________________________________________________________________________ 
| Accesories Name:       |  %   | Price |  How to obtain                    | 
|------------------------|------|-------|-----------------------------------| 
| Steel Shell            |  2%  |  400  |  Deiraid shop                     | 
|------------------------|------|-------|-----------------------------------| 
| SilverStar shell       |  3%  |  2500 |  Sunset shop                      | 
|------------------------|------|-------|-----------------------------------| 
| Ghandoar greave        |  3%  |   -   |  Tournament:Speedster             | 
|------------------------|------|-------|-----------------------------------| 
| Cantalera brace        |  5%  |   -   |  Friendship event Faz             | 
============================================================================= 
  
Break attack reducing accesories 
 ___________________________________________________________________________ 
| Accesories Name:       |  %   | Price |  How to obtain                    | 
|------------------------|------|-------|-----------------------------------| 
| Gauntlet               |  2%  |  400  |  Deiraid shop                     | 
|------------------------|------|-------|-----------------------------------| 
| Black Iron greave      |  3%  |  2500 |  Sunset shop                      | 
|------------------------|------|-------|-----------------------------------| 
| Dragon Emperor shell   |  5%  |   -   |  Friendship event Tylong          | 
============================================================================= 

Shoot attack reducing accesories 
 ___________________________________________________________________________ 
| Accesories Name:       |  %   | Price |  How to obtain                    | 
|------------------------|------|-------|-----------------------------------| 
| Iron Bangle            |  2%  |  400  |  Deiraid shop                     | 
|------------------------|------|-------|-----------------------------------| 
| Smith Mask             |  3%  |  2500 |  Sunset shop                      | 
|------------------------|------|-------|-----------------------------------| 
| Craft Mask             |  3%  |   -   |  Tournament:Out of side           | 
|------------------------|------|-------|-----------------------------------| 
| Rascal's Game Mask     |  5%  |   -   |  Friendship event Rid             | 
============================================================================= 

Magic attack reducing accesories 
 ___________________________________________________________________________ 



| Accesories Name:       |  %   | Price |  How to obtain                    | 
|------------------------|------|-------|-----------------------------------| 
| God's Headress         |  2%  | 2500  |  Sunset shop                      | 
|------------------------|------|-------|-----------------------------------| 
| Hell Gate Ring         |  3%  |   -   |  Tournament:ENFER                 | 
|------------------------|------|-------|-----------------------------------| 
| Decorated Fire Ring    |  5%  |   -   |  Friendship event Cayton          | 
============================================================================= 

Status Resistance + accesories 
 ___________________________________________________________________________ 
| Accesories Name:       | Price | Effect and how to obtain                 | 
|------------------------|-------|------------------------------------------| 
| Talisman               |  100  | Deiraid shop                             | 
|------------------------|-------|------------------------------------------| 
| Heavenly sword's will  |   -   | Paralyze resistance (Mysis Friendship)   | 
|------------------------|-------|------------------------------------------| 
| Genius Glass           | 1500  | Seal resistance +25(Vs Bayger/SunsetShop)| 
|------------------------|-------|------------------------------------------| 
| Retrogate Infinite     |   -   | Seal resistance +25(Makis Friendship)    | 
|------------------------|-------|------------------------------------------| 
| Weed Pocket            |   -   | Poison resistance +25(Fight Gourtong)    | 
|------------------------|-------|------------------------------------------| 
| Cute Trick             |   -   | Poison resistance +50(Igorita Friendship)| 
|------------------------|-------|------------------------------------------| 
| Death Mask             |   -   | All resistance +25 (Quest 33)            | 
============================================================================= 
     

V.Style change =========================================[styl0] 

Style change has it's own advantages. You only can use 2 Style at the same 
time. One is Main/Active style and the second is the Sub style. At first 
you only Have attack style, but later as the game progres you'll got 
3 more style. Here is the list and how to obtain them. 

Attack style: Automatically from the beginning of the game. 
Break style: When you enter Libra forest at the very first time. 
Guard Style: After you fight Torrens at Virgo desert. 
Shoot style: After Fighting Galgano at Leon Canyon. 

Attack style =========================================[styl1]  

Attack style is a normal style with great damage and good speed.I think 
this is the best style in this game. Attack style also is the best damage  
disher that you have. You will use this style most of the time because 
you use this style to fight random enemies. This style also is the best style 
to chain attacks into a combo with O button to do multiple hits. 

Rskills thats very suitable to use: Double Edge,Armor Kill,Weapon Kill 
                                    Healing 

Break style =========================================[styl2]    

Break style is a focused style to deplete Ranker's break gauge. I thought of 
this style as a Ranker Killer style. It's easily breaks enemy's break gauge 
with O Knuckle blow about six hits from this style's Knuckle blow command 
can make a ranker rendered vulnerable. You will equip this as a Sub style 



most of the time to fight some rankers that you met on your journey.  

Rskills thats very suitable to use: Double Edge,Retaliate Damage,Draining  
                                    fist    
  
Guard style =========================================[styl3]  

Guard style is a focused style to defend your self from a Break style enemies 
type. With O shield guard command, you can guard yourself without using any  
SP. When using this command your guard command also reduced more damage than 
other style's guard command. It's also reduce the damage that you received 
from Breaking type attacks. You will need this style when fighting some  
bosses. 

Rskills thats very suitable to use: Armor Kill,Weapon Kill,Cooldown, 
                                    Dynamite. 
          
Shoot style  =========================================[styl4] 

Honestly,I think this style as an useless style. This style have the best 
speed than other Change style but it's damage is like a crap. You can act 
as soon as you have SP in this form whether you are attacked or being hit by 
R skill. Well but there is a compensation for your super speed attack that is 
your defense and damage.  

For me this style main function is not to shoot the enemies in a fast pace  
but it's used to avoid enemies that mostly use counter attacks or wait for 
enemies to attack then counter them, though I never use it to avoid counter 
and use Hagane soul on Attack mode/Break mode against those enemies. 

Note: Triangle countering skill and great timing when using this style 
      is definitely needed. 

Rskills thats suitable to use: Hellfire,SniPNG,BenomaSHT 
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